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THE FUNCTIONAL DETERMINANT OF A FOUR-DIMENSIONAL
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

THOMAS P. BRANSON AND PETER B. GILKEY

Abstract. Working on four-dimensional manifolds with boundary, we con-

sider, elliptic boundary value problems (A, B), A being the interior and B

the boundary operator. These problems (A, B) should be valued in a tensor-

spinor bundle; should depend in a universal way on a Riemannian metric g

and be formally selfadjoint; should behave in an appropriate way under confor-

mai change g —> Q2g , Í2 a smooth positive function; and the leading symbol

of A should be positive definite. We view the functional determinant det Aß

of such a problem as a functional on a conformai class {0.2g} , and develop

a formula for the quotient of the determinant at Cl2g by that at g . (Analo-

gous formulas are known to be intimately related to physical string theories in

dimension two, and to sharp inequalities of borderline Sobolev embedding and

Moser-Trudinger types for the boundariless case in even dimensions.) When

the determinant in a background metric go is explicitly computable, the result

is a formula for the determinant at each metric Si2g0 (not just a quotient of

determinants). For example, we compute the functional determinants of the

Dirichlet and Robin (conformally covariant Neumann) problems for the Lapla-

cian in the ball B4 , using our general quotient formulas in the case of the

conformai Laplacian, together with an explicit computation on the hemisphere

H\

0. Introduction

The functional determinant det A of an elliptic differential operator A is im-

portant in quantum field theory because it provides a regularization of the func-

tional integral. Originally of interest on four-dimensional manifolds, these ob-
jects have recently been intensively studied by physicists and mathematicians in

two dimensions, in connection with string theory, the isospectral problem, and
uniformization problems. In each of these applications, the operator A = Ag

should be built naturally from a Riemannian metric g on a compact manifold

M (and possibly some related extra information, like spin structure), and one is

concerned with detAg as a functional on the cone {g} of Riemannian metrics
on M, or more precisely, the quotient of {g} by the action of the diffeomor-

phism group Diffeo(M). A key point has been the behavior of the determinant

under conformai change of g ; that is, replacement of g by Ù2 g, where Q is
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a smooth positive function. The idea is that if A has reasonable conformai be-

havior, then the behavior of det A should be predictable, much as the behavior

of the fundamental solution of A is. In the two-dimensional case, this think-

ing gets one quite far, as the quotient of {g} by the groups Diffeo(Af) and

C%°(M) (the positive functions Q, acting by g h-» SI2 g) is a finite-parameter
object; see, e.g., [O, OPS 1-2]. Since diffeomorphisms act on conformai factors

Q, this quotient has the form & = {g}/(Diffeo(Af) x Q°(Af)) ; i.e., the total
group is a semidirect product. In dimensions three and higher, %> is much

larger, and in particular is in no sense a finite-parameter object. Even though it

is not yet clear how one would go about tracking the behavior of the functional

determinant as the metric g cuts across conformai classes, it seems timely to
return to four dimensions, and, inspired by two-dimensional successes, at least
handle the behavior of det A as a functional on a conformai class C%°(M) • g .

For compact manifolds without boundary, some results are already in place.

For a computation in connection with Yang-Mills theory on four-manifolds,

see [CT]. In [B03], Branson and Orsted derived a formula for the functional

determinant of a strongly elliptic differential operator, with reasonable confor-

mai properties, over a Riemannian four-manifold without boundary; this is

analogous to the much-studied Polyakov formulas on two-manifolds. Branson,

Chang, and Yang [BCY] used these formulas to study the isospectral and ex-

tremal (uniformization) problems in four dimensions, trying to get analogues of

the two-dimensional results of Onofri [O] and of Osgood, Phillips, and Sarnak
[OPS 1-2]. The conformai behavior of the functional determinant in dimension

two is intimately related to the Moser-Trudinger inequality, which expresses the
continuity of the embedding L2 >-* eL of the Sobolev class L2 in the Orlicz

class eL . Specifically, let d¿¡ and A be the normalized measure and Laplacian

of the round metric go on S2 . Let co £ C°°(S2), and let œ = J codS,. The

Moser-Trudinger inequality states that if co £ C°°(S2),

(0.1) (A<y, w)LHS2, di) - log / e2^-^ dÇ > 0,
Js2

with equality if and only if the metric e2cogo is the pullback of go by a Möbius

transformation. (0.1 ) may be regarded as a limit of borderline Sobolev inequal-

ities L2 "—» L2/0_¡y) (where If is the usual Lebesgue class) as v \ 1, or as

m J. 2. A scale-invariant version of the logarithm of the functional determi-

nant of the Laplacian is, up to a constant factor, the quantity on the left in

(0.1). In general dimension m , the borderline Sobolev inequalities correspond

to the embeddings L2 <-* £2m/,(m~2l/). On Sm , the limiting case is an inequality

of Moser-Trudinger type recently introduced by Beckner [Be], and describes an

embedding L2m ,2 <-► eL . Specifically, for a certain mth-order pseudodifferential

operator Pm with the same leading symbol as Am/2,

(0.2) (Pmco, w)L2{Sm,d()-log [  em^~^d^>0,
Jsm

with equality if and only if the metric e2mgo is the pullback of go by a confor-
mai transformation. Pm is a differential operator if m is even. (See [Br3, Re-

mark 2.23] for a description of Pm .) In dimension four, [B03 and BCY] show

that the logarithm of the functional determinant is a linear combination of two
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terms, say axséx +a2S>h • ^2 is the left side of (0.2), which describes the embed-

ding L\^> eL, and sfx is a quantity which similarly describes the "ordinary"

borderline Sobolev embedding L\ <-> L4. Up to normalization, the L\ <-> eL

and L2 <-* L4 terms are connected by one coupling constant a — ax/a2 . The

two inequalities "work together" (the quantities asserted to be nonnegative do

not appear with opposite signs) if and only if a > 0. a = a[A] depends on

the elliptic operator A whose functional determinant we are studying; for ex-

ample, A could be the conformai Laplacian Y or the square f 2 of the Dirac

operator f . But a[A] is universal in the sense of being independent of the

particular manifold and Riemannian metric; indeed, the number a [A] can be
computed from a knowledge of the heat invariants, which are similarly uni-

versal. Fortunately, a[Y] and a[ f ] are positive; this make possible, among

other things, the extremal results of [BCY, §5] for the log-determinant on S4.

On more general manifolds, the study of the functional determinant is based on

an inequality of Adams [A], which describes the embeddings L2m ,2 ^-> eL for

domains in W ; see [BCY] for details

In this paper, we begin the extension of this program to four-dimensional

manifolds with boundary, inspired by the complete two-dimensional treatment

of [OPS 1-2]. As will become clear, this is qualitatively harder than the bound-

ariless case, but still tractable on a conceptual as well as computational level.
(The three-dimensional case is not particularly interesting for manifolds with-

out boundary, as the functional determinant is quite rigid conformally in odd
dimensions; see §2. The boundary value version of this three-dimensional prob-

lem is more interesting, though not as rich as the four-dimensional theory.) It

would seem that an effective treatment of isospectral and extremal problems

in the boundary-value case would have to await a theory of boundary-value in-

equalities of Moser-Trudinger type; we note that an excellent theory of sharp

borderline Sobolev inequalities is already in place [El-2].

We shall need to be precise about three types of assumptions on the ellip-

tic operator A and the boundary operator B which define our problem: (1)

analytic assumptions, i.e., the strength of the ellipticity needed; (2) naturality
assumptions; and (3) conformai assumptions. Since we wish to invoke invariant-

theoretic properties of local spectral invariants associated to (A, B), specifically

the heat invariants, we need to know that (A, B) enjoys suitable invariance
properties; this is the rationale behind (2). (3) makes precise the "conformally

reasonable behavior" mentioned above. We work out two examples in detail:

the conformai Laplacian Y = A+t/6 (t = scalar curvature) with Dirichlet con-
ditions, and Y with conditions of Neumann type called Robin conditions by

physicists; specifically, the boundary operator here is N-H/3, where N is the
inward unit normal derivative, and H is the trace of the boundary embedding's

second fundamental form.
This paper is organized as follows. In §1, we summarize the invariant-

theoretic background needed to extract information from the heat asymptotics

on manifolds with boundary. Section 1 also describes a natural fourth-order

differential operator P, originally introduced by Paneitz [P] (see also [Br2,

ES]) in connection with the interaction of the gauge and conformai groups on

Maxwell fields; P seems to be absolutely central to four-dimensional functional

determinant problems. In § 1, we also make precise statements of the above-

mentioned analytic and naturality assumptions. In §2, we define the functional
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determinant and prove a formula of Polyakov type for its conformai variation.

(See also [R, B02] in the boundariless case.) Though the functional deter-
minant is a nonlocal invariant of the spectrum of (A, B) (i.e., it is not the

integral of a local expression), its conformai variation is local, and in fact is a
heat invariant. In §§3 and 4, we apply this variational formula in concert with

invariant-theoretic and conformai geometric knowledge of the heat invariants
in dimension four to get explicit local formulas for the quotient of functional

determinants. At this point, the operators A and B have not been pinned

down, apart from their naturality and conformai behavior; thus our formulas

at this point depend on (exactly 13) parameters. In §6 we compute these param-

eters for the two choices of (A, B) mentioned above: the conformai Laplacian

with Dirichlet and Robin conditions. In §5, still in the abstract (parameter-
dependent) setting, we compute determinant quotients on special manifolds;

specifically the unit four-hemisphere H4 and the cylinder ^4 = [0, h] x S3 for

h > 0, both with their standard metrics. Since H4 is conformally equivalent

to the unit ball B4, and Wf is conformally equivalent to the spherical shell

sf4 — {x £ Km I 1 < \x\ < s} when s — eh ,v/e get as special cases determinant

quotients for the pairs (B4, H4) and (stfs4<é?£). Since everything is explicitly

computable on H4 (§7), this means that we get an exact value for the func-

tional determinant on B4. For example, we find that if T_ (resp. Y+ ) is the

conformai Laplacian with Dirichlet (resp. Robin) conditions, then

-logdetKt = Ift(-3) + ifti-l) + ¿g ± \Cr{~2)   °n //4'

-logdetYL = jÖr(-3) + ¿öi(-l)

+ ¿~2^(~2)+(41°b2+2t)/36°   0nß4>

_iogdrtr+ = içji(-3) + |cj,(-i)

+ ¿ + 21C*(~2)+(4l0g2~31)/360   0n*4'

where Çr is the Riemann zeta function. As a consequence (Corollary 6.7), we

find that passage from the round H4 metric to the flat B4 metric "improves"

the appropriate scale-invariant version of either functional determinant, so that

the extremal result of [BCY, §5] for detT on 5"* will not readily extend to

the hemisphere. In an appendix (§8), we collect in one place the definitions
of local invariants used in developing the determinant quotient formulas, and

prove some facts (used in §7) about zeta functions associated to spheres.

Special thanks are due to Bent Orsted for enlightening discussions.

1. Local invariants, natural differential operators

and boundary value problems, and the heat invariants

Let M be a smooth, compact, w-dimensional Riemannian manifold with
smooth boundary dM. Denote by g the metric tensor on M ; the pullback of

g under the inclusion dM «-» M is a Riemannian metric on dM. Let R be

the Riemann curvature tensor of g, with the sign convention that makes RX2i2
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positive on standard spheres. We adopt the convention that letters i, j, ...

run from 1 to m, and index a local coordinate frame and coframe on M. We
raise and lower indices using the metric tensor, and sum over repeated indices.
The Ricci tensor p of M has p\j = Rk¡kj , and the scalar curvature of M is

T = /?', .

Additional invariants describe the embedding of dM, and are defined as
tensor fields over dM (as opposed to M ). Let N be the inward unit geodesic

normal in a collar for dM in M, and consider local coordinates (x') in a

neighborhood of a point of dM for which d/dxm = N, and for which the
xa, a = I, ... , m - I are local coordinates on dM. Letters a, b, ... will

run from 1 to m - 1, and index coordinate frames and coframes of this type on

dM. The subscript N will be interchangeable with m in this setting, and will

serve to indicate that we are working in such a coordinate system. We denote
the coordinate coframe element dxm by JVj,. The (second) fundamental form

L of the boundary embedding is a symmetric 2-tensor defined by

L'ab >=: — 2^Sab-

The trace H := Laa of L is a multiple of the mean curvature. Here we have

used g\dM, the pullback of g to dM under the inclusion, to raise the boundary

index; we shall always use g\aM as the metric on dM. Repeated boundary
indices are, of course, summed from 1 to m - 1. L measures the deviation of

the boundary embedding from total geodesy; that is, it is the obstruction to the
possibility of finding coordinates xl which are normal on both M and dM.

A symmetric 2-tensor G is defined by

G"b '■= RUNbN >

and we let F := Gaa . The symmetric 2-tensor T is defined by

1 ab •— IK acb-

Note that (T + G)ab = pab , and that Taa = Rcaca = t - 2F . We use g and its

pullback g\9M to define quantities like \p\2 - p'jp¡j, \L\2 = LabLab , (L,G) —

LabGab, etc. Intrinsic objects on dM which are analogous to objects on M

will usually be denoted with a tilde; for example, g — g\gM ', V, V are the Levi-

Civita connections on M and dM respectively; and A, À are the Laplacians

on functions. The Riemannian measure on (M, g) will be denoted by dx,

and the Riemannian measure on (dM, g) by dy. Our sign convention for

the Laplacian gives A - -d2/dx2 on K1. We shall sometimes use a standard
abbreviation in which indices after a bar indicate covariant differentiations with

respect to V, for example <Pij\ki — V/V^ç?i; := (VV^)/^ ; and indices after a

colon similarly indicate covariant differentiations with respect to V .

Let

J = r/2(m-l),    V = (p-Jg)/(m-2),

C'jk, = Kjki + VjkS'i - Vjiô'k + V'tgjk - V'kgjL

C is the Weyl conformai curvature tensor. C, V, J carry the information in

R in a way which is better adapted to conformai variational calculations than
are R, p, x. Specifically, let the metric run through a conformai curve g[eœ] =
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e2emg[Q\ for œ£C°°(M) and e a real parameter. Then (d/de)\e=0(g[eœ]) =

2œg[0] and

(d/de)\£=oC[eco] = 0,

(1.2) (d/de)\e=0J[eco] + 2œJ[0] = A[0]co,

(1.3) (d/de)\E=0V[eco] = - (VV)[0]w.

Here we have used the following convention, which will be maintained through-

out this paper: given a conformai class of metrics

(g[0]):={e2»g[0]\co£C°°(M)},

and a metric-dependent quantity T, we indicate that T should be evaluated
in g[a>] := e2cog[0] by writing T[co]. For example, the conformai invariance

of the density \C\2 dx on four-manifolds can be expressed as

(1.4) (\C\2dx)[co] = (\C\2dx)[0],        m = 4, co £ C°°(M).

We shall need the Paneitz quantity

(1.5) Q = -2\V\2 + mJ2/2 + AJ

and Paneitz operator

P = A2 + ô{(m - 2)7 - 4V-) d + (m - 4)Q/2.

Here d is the exterior derivative, S is the formal adjoint of d, and V- is
the bundle endomorphism <p = (cp¡) ̂  (VpcpJ) on the cotangent bundle T*M.
By [P; Br2, Theorem 1.21; ES], P is conformally covariant: given a conformai

class (go),

( 1.6)      e^m+4)(°l2P[co] = P[0]p(e{m-4)w'2),    all w e C°°(M), m ± 1, 2,

where for any u £ C°°(M), p(u) denotes multiplication by u . The infinitesi-

mal form of (1.6) is

tn — 4
(d/de)\e=0P[eco] = -4coP[0] + —^— [P[0], p(co)].

A conformai variational formula for the local scalar invariant Q in dimension
m = 4 will be important for us. To get this, let m > 3 be arbitrary for the

moment, and let

P0 = p - ^y^-Q = A2 + S{(m - 2)7 - 4V-) d.

Applying the conformai covariance relation (1.6) to the function 1, we get

"L_AQ[(0]e(m+4)<o/2 =   ̂ o[0] + ^Q[fj]) ¿m~4^'2

= P0[0](e^m-4)w'2 -l)+ rH^-Q[0]e^m-4^2,

since Pq annihilates constants. This leads to the identity

Q[co]e{m+4)w/2 = -^—rPo[0](e{m-4)a,/2 - I) + Q[0]e{m-4)(o/2

= P[0](cd + (m- 4)co2a((m - 4)co)) + Q[0],
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where a is an entire function. This identity holds for m ^ 4, but since all
conformai variational calculations can be done within spaces of polynomial in-

variants with rational-in- m coefficients, analytic continuation in m is justified,
and we get

(1.7) P[0]co + Q[0] = Q[co]e4(O,        m = 4.

Taking the variation of (1.7), we have

P[0]co = (d/de)\e=0Q[eco] + 4coQ[0],        m = 4.

1.1. Remark. We shall work with differential operators on bundles of tensor-

spinors over (M, g). One way to describe these is as follows. A tensor-spinor

bundle V is a vector bundle associated to the principal 0(m)-bundle of or-

thonormal frames, the SO ( m )-bundle of oriented orthonormal frames, or the
Spin(m)-bundle of spin frames. (The groups H = O(m), SO(w), and Spin(w)

are the natural structure groups of Riemannian, oriented Riemannian, and Rie-

mannian spin geometry respectively.) That is, V has the form &h xp V, where

(V, p) is a finite-dimensional representation of H, and &h is the appropriate
frame bundle. Since the defining representation T of SO(w) and the spin

representation X of Spin(w) are faithful, any irreducible tensor-spinor bundle

can be realized as a direct summand of an iterated tensor product

J-ßy = (TM)®a ® (T*M)®ß ® (ÏM)®" ® (FAf)®T,        a, ß, o, t £ N.

We shall need a quick review of some basic results on the small time asymp-

totic expansion of the trace of the heat operator. Details can be found in [G2],
especially §1.9.

1.2. Analytic assumptions. Let A be a differential operator of positive or-

der on sections of a tensor-spinor bundle V over M. Suppose that A is

formally selfadjoint and has positive definite leading symbol <Tiead(^4) ; that is,

0iead(^)(*, £) is positive definite in End Vx for all x £ M and 0 ^ ¿ e T*M.
Let B be an operator on the bundle of Cauchy data for A on dM with the

property that the pair (A, B) is elliptic.

1.3. Remark. Formal selfadjointness and the assumption on the leading sym-

bol make sense because tensor-spinor bundles over a Riemannian manifold

come equipped with Riemannian vector bundle structures. Since ffiead(vi)(jc, -£)

= (-l)ord('4,crlead(^i)(A:, ¿;), the assumption of positive definite leading symbol

forces the order of A to be even. We shall always denote ord(^) by 2/ > 0,

so that oXeild(A) = 021(A). We do not give the definition of ellipticity for a

boundary value problem here as it is somewhat technical and distracting; see
[G2, §1.9] for this.

1.4. Remark. The bundle W of order 2/ Cauchy data for sections of V has

a natural grading by subbundles

W = Wo®---®W2,-X

where W¡ holds the y'th Cauchy datum. The boundary operator B for an

elliptic boundary value problem is valued in an auxiliary bundle W which

admits a similar grading

w' = w0' © • • • e w^
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but which has dim W = j dim W . (See the examples below.)

Let Aß be the restriction of A to the subspace

C°°(M, V)B = {F £ C°°(M, V) | B(CD2,F) = 0}.

Here CD2/: C°°(M, V) -» C°°(dM, W) is the operator which assigns the order

2/ Cauchy data. If f £ C°°(M), there is an asymptotic expansion

oo

(1.8) YrLifexry(-tAB)^J£an(f,A,B)t^-^21,        i|0,
n=0

where

(1.9) a„(f,A,B)= í fan(x,A)dx + J2 Í   (*"f)"n,u(y, A, B)dy.
JM v=0 JdM

The a„(x, A) anda„tl,(y, A, B) are locally computable from the total symbols

of A and B in local coordinates.

1.5. Remark. The auxiliary function / is a device which allows us to observe

the distributional behavior of the heat kernel at the boundary. We are forced

to deal with this extra information because, as we shall see below, conformai

deformation of the asymptotics of Yrexp(-tAB) and of the functional deter-
minant naturally lead to the asymptotics of Tr<yexp(-L4ß), where co is the

infinitesimal conformai factor as above. Here and below, we write simply "Tr"

for TrL2, and use the notation "tr" for traces over vector bundle fibers.

1.6. Naturality assumptions. Suppose that A and B are given locally by uni-

versal, polynomial formulas in the jets of a Riemannian metric g ; the inverse
g* of g ; plus (if orientation is involved), a volume form E ; plus (if spin struc-

ture is involved) the fundamental tensor-spinor y. Suppose that, with respect
to uniform dilations of the metric, A has homogeneity degree — ord A , and

the boundary condition does not change: if 0 < a £ R,

(110) g = a28    (E~ = cxmE,y = a-xy)^A = a-2lA,

JT{B o CD2¡) = yT(B o CD2/),

where JV is the null space. Suppose further that A satisfies the analytic as-

sumptions 1.2 categorically, that is, the realization of (A, B) on any Rieman-

nian manifold (M, dM) with boundary satisfies the analytic assumptions.

1.7. Remark. If M has spin structure, the fundamental tensor-spinor, or Clif-

ford section y is a section of TM <g> End Y.M =spin(m) TM <g> EM ®~L*M, where

TM is the tangent bundle and ~LM the spinor bundle, y satisfies the Clifford
relations

fyi + yjyi = -2g'7 Idj;,

where y' is the local section of End I gotten by tensoring with dx' and con-
tracting the TM argument. The scalings of E and y posited in (1.10) are
those which are consistent with the scaling of the metric; the scaling of y being

forced by the Clifford relations. The Levi-Civita connection on TM is lifted

to the spinor bundle (if any), and extended to iterated tensor products of TM,

Y.M, and their duals, so that we may take covariant derivatives of tensor-spinor
fields. Vg, VE, and Vy all vanish when defined.
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1.8. Remark. Since a scaling g — a2 g of the metric induces a scaling N =

a~xN of the inward unit normal!_the operator CD2/ is sensitive to uniform

dilation; thus we had to speak of CD2/ in (1.10).

1.9. Remark. By Weyl's invariant theory, A is built polynomially (using tensor

product and contraction) from g, its inverse g", V, and iterated covariant

derivatives of R ; plus (if orientation is involved) E ; plus (if spin structure is

involved) y . B is similarly built from g, g1, N, JV¡,, V# , V, and tangential
covariant derivatives of R and L, plus the restrictions to dM of E and/or y
if applicable. As a result, the a„(x, A) are polynomial in g, g*, and iterated

covariant derivatives of R; plus E and/or y if applicable. The an<v(y, A, B)

are polynomial in g, g", N, N\,, and iterated tangential covariant derivatives
(V) of Rom and of L, plus the restriction to dM of E and/or y if applicable.

1.10. Remark. We shall say that a local scalar invariant on M or dM, or a

natural differential operator s/ on some C°°(M, V), has level n if it scales

according to s/ = a~nsf under uniform dilation g = a2g of the metric,
0<a£l (with the compatible scalings E = amE, y — a~xy if applicable).

For example, it is part of the naturality assumptions 1.6 that A has level 2/

(equal to its order). It is straightforward to show that we may measure the level

as follows. If sf is a level n monomial local invariant or monomial natural

differential operator on M, of degree (kR, A:v) in (R, V), then 2kR + ky = n .
If sf is a level n monomial local invariant or monomial natural differential

operator on dM, of degree (kR, k^, k^ , kN) in (R, L, V, V#), then

2kR + kL + ky + kN = n.

In the study of the index, analytic torsion, and functional determinant, a special

role is played by quantities of level m, the dimension. Thus in this paper, we

shall be especially interested in level 4 objects on M, for example the Paneitz

quantity g and operator P ; and level 3 objects on dM.

1.11. Remark. By the last two remarks, the assumption of categorically pos-

itive definite leading symbol implies that o2¡(A) is polynomial in g and g" ;
plus, if applicable, E and/or y ; that is, no higher jets of these objects are

involved.

1.12. Remark. Parity considerations force a^^x, A) = 0, but the
^oAi,v(y ! A, B) are generally nonzero. Homogeneity considerations (i.e., com-

parison of the behavior of the two sides of (1.9) under uniform dilation of the

metric) imply that an(x, A) has level n. Similarly, an,v(y, A, B) must have

level n-l -v.

2. The functional determinant and its conformal variation

We retain the notation of § 1, and assume that our boundary value problem

(A, B) satisfies the analytic and naturality assumptions 1.2, 1.6. The analytic

assumptions guarantee that (A, B) has real eigenvalue spectrum An < ¿i <

••• Î +00, with corresponding eigensections in C°°(M, V)B ■ We define the

zeta function of the problem (A, B) by
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There exist e > 0 and jo £ N such that X¡ > jE whenever j > j0, so Ça,b(s)
is manifestly well-defined and holomorphic for large Res. Since there are only

finitely many nonpositive X¡, the heat expansion (1.8) gives

^2 e~i|Ajl = -q(A,B) + 2^2 sinh tXj

N

(2.1) + £ a„(A, B)¿n-mV21 + 0(t^N-m+^21)

= y^ an(A, B)t("-m^21 + QftVf-'n+i)/*) >

n=Q

where a„(A, B) — a„(l, A, B), q(A, B) is the multiplicity of 0 as an eigen-

value of (A, B), and

' an(A, B) - q(A, B),        n = m,

s
k\(2.2)   an(A,B)={ an(A,B) + 2^-¿¡,       n = m+ 21(1+ 2k), k £N,

[ a„(A, B) otherwise.

Applying the Mellin transform, we get a meromorphic continuation of Ca,b(s)

to C:

+ [\s-xO(t^-m+^2l)dt+ fV1 YV'Wdf | ,
Jo Jx XjjiQ J

where 0(ti-N~m+x^21) is the error term from (2.1). In particular, Ca,b(s) is

regular at s = 0, and we define the functional determinant of the problem

(A,B) by

det^ = (-l)#^<0>exp(-G,A(0)).

2.1. Remark. It is important to note that the functional determinant is not

invariant under uniform dilation of the metric. Suppose, as before, that g =

a2g, and if applicable, E — amE, y = a~xy . Then

(2.3) C7>1(0) = CA,B(0),       detlg = a-2^.*(°> detAB.

That is,the quantity Ca,b(0) is scale-invariant, and the functional determinant

has a scale homogeneity which depends on Ca,b(0) . Thus the functional

&>(A,B,g) = vol(g)2lc*'B{0)'mdetAB

is a scale-invariant "version" of the determinant. An added advantage of

â°(A, B, g) is that, like the determinant, it is a spectral invariant, since

oq(A, B) = Cvol(g), where C is a constant depending only on 021(A). (The

number 21/m can be recovered from the spectrum because -m/2l is the lead-

ing exponent in the heat asymptotics (1.8).)   We emphasize that there is no
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reason to expect det ,4s or &(A, B, g) to be the integral of a local expres-

sion, as is a„(A, B).

2.2. Remark. If m > 1 and dM ^ 0 , the functional

(2.4) &k(A,B, g) = yol(g)2l^mvol(g)2l{^-B{0)-mm-l)detAB,        AeR,

is also scale-invariant, and this raises the interesting prospect of interaction with
the isoperimetric functional, especially in connection with extremal problems.
The new ingredient, vol(g), is often a spectral invariant: ai(A, B) has the
form Cvol(g) for some constant C which depends on (A, B) but not on

M. Thus vol(g) is determined by the spectrum when C ^ 0. To preserve

the spirit of the endeavor, and with a view toward the isospectral problem, one

would like to choose exponents in (2.4) which are spectral invariants, perhaps
by choosing A = 0 or A = Ca,b(0) ■ (See Theorem 4.10.)

2.3. Remark. Suppose we are given an elliptic boundary value problem (D,b)

in which D is formally self adjoint, but does not necessarily have positive defi-

nite leading symbol. Let d be the order of D. if r £ Z+ , we can form a new
elliptic problem (Dr,b^) by taking the rth power: the boundary condition

determining b^ is

b o CDd<p = b o CDd(D<p) = ■ ■ ■ = b o CDrf(D'->) = 0.

The operator corresponding to the problem (Dr, ¿?(r)) will be called (Db)r.

If (D, b) is natural, then so is (Dr, b(r)), and if r is even, Dr has positive

definite leading symbol.

We shall now impose some additional conformai assumptions.

2.4. Conformai assumptions. Suppose that A is a positive integer power of a

natural differential operator D, A = Dh , which is conformally covariant in the

sense that given a conformai class (g[0]),

(2.5) ea+2llhD[co] = D[0]p(eam),        co£C°°(M),

for some a £ R. Here, in case orientation and/or spin structure are used,
E[co] := emtoE[0], y[co] := e^^O] for some a £ R. Suppose that B arises

as è(A) as in Remark 2.3, where (D, b) is an elliptic boundary value problem,

and that the conformai behavior of b is compatible with (2.5) in the sense that

JT'tJb o CD2//a)[û>]) = JT((b o CD2i/h)[0]p(e™)), or equivalently,

(2.6) JT((b o CD2l/h)[co]) = e-™Jf((b o CD2///l)[0]).

2.5. Remark. Our conformai assumptions are weaker than the assertion that

(A, B) is conformally covariant; this is the special case h = 1. When we work

in this generality, we can handle, for example, the conformai Laplacian D on

middle-forms (w/2-forms for m even) with a suitable boundary operator B .

By [Brl], D has the form

ôd -dô + (Ricci term),

where d is the exterior derivative, and ô is the formal adjoint of d. If M

is oriented, D interchanges the two eigenbundles K"^2M of the Hodge * op-
ml*)

erator, unlike the form Laplacian A = ôd + do, which preserves both A/ M

and A™/2A/. There do, in fact exist boundary conditions which are suitable in
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the sense of ellipticity and conformai covariance of the right weight. Note that
since

D2 = A2 + (lower order),

D is elliptic. On the other hand, the Dirichlet problem for the spin Laplacian,

i.e., for the square of the Dirac operator f on the spinor bundle EM, is
outside the framework we have described, even though y is conformally co-

variant. The reason is that Dirichlet boundary conditions for f 2 do not arise
from the iteration process of Remark 2.3. In fact, there are no local boundary

conditions for f which are elliptic in the sense we need, though there are

appropriate nonlocal (Atiyah-Patodi-Singer) conditions.

2.6. Remark. The infinitesimal form of the conformai covariance relation (2.5)

is

(2.7) (d/de)\e=0D[eco] = ~(2lco/h)D[0] + a[D[0], p(co)].

The finite and infinitesimal forms of the conformai covariance relation are, in

fact, equivalent: an application of (2.7) with g[eoco] in place of g[0] gives

(2.8) (d/de)\e=eo{e{a+2!/h)ewD[eco]p(e-aew)} = 0

for any £o € R, so that (2.5) is obtained. In practice, the way in which we shall
enforce (2.6) is to show that

(b o CD2l/n)[co] = s/[co](b o CD2l/h)[0]p(ea(a),

where s/[co] is a smooth, functorial, «-dependent section of Aut W , with the

curves sf[eco] smooth and l?[0] = Id^-. An argument like (2.8) shows that

this is in turn enforced by its infinitesimal form

(d/de)\e=o(b o CY)2l/h)[eco] = a(b ° CD2I/h)[0]p(co) + W[co](b o CD2//Ä)[0],

where W\ço\ := (d/de)\E=0sf[eco] e C°°(dM, End W). In fact, in our ex-

amples, the entries of sf [co] in the block decomposition corresponding to the
grading of Remark 1.4 have the form p(ecw) for various powers c.

2.7. Example. Let A be the conformai Laplacian, or Yamabe operator

„     .        m-2
y = A-r----T.

4(m - 1)

Y is conformally covariant of bidegree ((m - 2)/2, (m + 2)/2) :

Y[co] = e-{m+2)co/2Y[0]p(e{m~2)(o/2).

Though Y can be viewed as a conformally invariant operator between density

bundles, we choose not to do so, and instead view it as acting on sections of

a trivial line bundle over M. Accordingly, Dirichlet conditions for Y are
obtained by letting W0 be a trivial line bundle over dM, setting Wx — 0, and
setting

i?o,o = Id,       ^o,i = ^i,o = ^1,1 = 0

in the block decomposition of Remark 1.4. Dirichlet conditions are, of course,
conformally compatible.

2.8. Example. There is also a conformally compatible Neumann condition,

sometimes called the Robin condition by physicists. This obtained by "playing
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off" the conformai variation of the mean curvature against that of the normal
vector field N, just as the variation of the scalar curvature t compensates that

of the Laplacian A to form the conformai Laplacian. By [BG, Appendix],

(d/de)\E=0N[eco] = -coN[0],        (d/de)\E=0H[co] + coH[0] = -(m - l)co{N.

Thus for all a, a £ R,

(d/de)\e=0(N + aH)[eco] + co(N + aH)[0] - a[(N + aH)[0], p(co)]

= (-a(m- I) - a)p(co\N).

As a result, there is an infinitesimal conformai covariance law for V -(- aH for
each a £ R :

(d/de)\E=0(N + aH)[eco] = -co(N + aH)[0] - a(m - l)[(N + aH)[0], p(co)].

In particular, the boundary operator

is conformally compatible with Y. More precisely, to set up the Robin con-

dition, we let W[ be a trivial line bundle, W¿ = 0, Bx¡x = Id, B0¡x =
-(m - 2)H/2(m - 1), and i?o,o = Bx<0 — 0. The Robin condition is im-
portant in the study of the Yamabe problem on manifolds with boundary; see

[E2].

2.9. Remark. If (A, B) satisfies 1.2, 1.6, and 2.4, then so does (Ar, B^) for
each r £ Z+. This is sometimes useful in that it allows us to get rid of the
(finite multiplicity) negative spectrum of (AB) by passing to (AB)2.

An extremely important property from our point of view is a generalization

of the scale-invariance property (2.3) to pointwise (conformai) scalings under

the conformai assumptions 2.4. Following [B01], we call this a conformai index

property.

2.10. Conformai Index Theorem. If (A,B) satisfies 1.2, 1.6, and 2.4, and
g[0] is a Riemannian metric on M, then the quantities q(A, B), #{kj < 0},

am(A, B), and Ca,b(0) are constant on the conformai class (g[0]).

Proof. Let D be as in 2.4. The spectral invariants of A[co] on
yf((B o CD2/)[w]) are the same as those of (p(e-(a+2Ww)D[0]p(eaw))h on

/((ßo CD2i)[0]p(eao>)). The spectral invariants of the latter problem are the

same as those of

A[co] := eaca(p(e-(a+2l^ol)D[0]p(ea(O))hp(e-a(O) = (p(e-2ll°lh)D[0])h

on JV"((B o CD2/)[0]). Here we have applied a "global gauge transformation"

in conjugating by p(eaw) ; this does not affect spectral data, and has the ad-

vantage of transforming the original problem into one in which the boundary

condition is fixed. Note that all of the boundary value problems mentioned

are elliptic because the original one is. Because AB has pure eigenvalue spec-
trum, the null spaces jV(A) and jV(D) in C°°(M, V)B agree. But by the
conformai covariance relations, the dimension of yf/"(D) in C°°(M, V)B is

conformally invariant; thus q(A, B) is conformally invariant. By a straightfor-

ward extension of an argument in [Bl, Proposition 1], the number of negative
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eigenvalues of (p(e-2leco'h)D[0])h on J^((B o CD2/)[0]) is independent of e;

this uses the fact that the number of zero eigenvalues is independent of e.

Since Ca,b(Q) — am(A, B) - q(A, B), we just need to show that am(A, B) is

conformally invariant.
For this, fix co £ C°°(M), and consider the conformai curve of metrics

g[eco] = e2emg[0]. If we can show that the variation operator (d/de)\e=0 an-

nihilates the functional am(A, B), we are done, since this result may then be

applied with any g[eoco] in place of g[0], and co is arbitrary. By the preceding

paragraph, it is sufficient to show that (d/de)\E=0 annihilates am(A[eco], B[0]).

The estimates in [GS] justify the following formal computation:

n=Q
de

an(A[eco],B[eco])t{"-m)t21
£=0

Ed
«=o

d_
de

a„(A[eco], B[Q])t(n-m)l21

E=0

Yrexp(-t(A[eco])B[0])
6=0

(2.9)
= ~'Tr j(^|     (A[eco])B[0]j exn(-t(AB)[0])}

= -iTr {fl{e-2ie<o/h)Dmh       exp(-r(^B)[0])
e=0 / B[0]

2ltYr{co(AB exp(-tAB))[0]}

^)Yr{coexp(-t(AB)[0])}= -2lt

¿(m - n)an(co, A[0], 5[0])?<"-m»/2',

fi=0

where the asymptotics are for   t  j  0.    Here we have used the fact that

exp(-i(^B)[0]) is a smoothing operator for t > 0, with the consequence that

Yr(UVe~iAB) = Yr(VUe-'ÄB)

as long as U and V are finite-order pseudodifferential operators, and V com-

mutes with AB . Comparing coefficients for n = m , we get the result.   D

In the course of the proof, we have actually computed the conformai variation
of a„(A, B) for every n .

2.11.   Corollary. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.10,

(d/de)\E=0an(A[eco], B[eco]) = (m - n)an(co, A[0], B[0]).

The corollary shows that a„(A, B) is a conformai primitive, or integral, for

a„(co, A, B) provided n ^ m . The following variational formula, which will
be fundamental to our computations, shows that the functional determinant

supplies the "missing" primitive for am(co, A, B), at least when the conformai
invariant q(A, B) vanishes.
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2.12. Theorem. Suppose (A, B) satisfies 1.2, 1.6, and2.4. Let (M, g[0]) be
a particular manifold with boundary together with a conformai class on which

Jf(AB) = 0,and let co £ C°°(M). Then

(<//rfe)|e=oG[wa], W°) = llam{0J, A[0],B[0]).

Proof. First assume that (^b)[0] is positive. By the conformai invariance of
q(A, B) and of #{A, < 0} (Theorem 2.10), (AB)[eco] is positive for all e £ R,
so that the Mellin transform relates the zeta function to Yrexip(-tAB), without

the modifications of (2.2). The estimates in [GS] allow us to conclude that

(d/de)\E=o^A,B(s) is meromorphic, and that we can interchange the order of

conformai variation and analytic continuation. For Res large,

d_
de eJAw>B^{s)-Ts\d¿) £=0

ÍA[íoi\,B[em](s)

(2.10)
= Ts{mí'",{7iLTrexp{-'{AB}[C0'1}}'"}

- -Ts {ffj f f (s) »(—«HM.**»*}

=s{ff)r,*""rr{'!'exp(-'M',)[oi)i'"}-
Here we have integrated by parts in t, and used the computations in (2.9).

Analytically continuing this formula, the value at s - 0 is the same as that of

— /    ts'xYr{coexp(-t(AB)[0])}dt,
1 \s) Jo

that being 2lam(co, A[Qi\, B[0]).
To dispense with the positivity assumption on AB , note that we have proved

the result for the positive operator (AB)2. (Recall Remark 2.9.) But Ca1,bí1Ás) =
Ça,b(2s) , so CA2 b(2)(0) = 2C^>Ä(0). But by a straightforward extension of [FG,

Theorem 2.4] to boundary value problems, am(co, A2, 5(2)) = am(co, A, B).   G

2.13. Remark. The effect of zero spectrum on this argument is as follows.

Since q(A, B) is conformally invariant, nothing in (2.10) changes until we

apply the e-derivative; the trace on the third line becomes

Tr(ft> exp(-i(^B)[0]) -&>),       & = Proj^(y4[0])rvr((ßoCD2;)[0]).

The kernel function of co{exp(-t(AB)[0]) - 3s} is

co(x) ¡H(t,x,y)-Y^ 9j(x) 9 <P*(y) > ,

where H(t, x, y) is the kernel function of exp(-i(^4ß)[0]), and {cpj} is an

orthonormal basis of eigensections, ^4[0]ç>; = Ijtpj, (B o CD2/)[0]ç97 = 0. The

conclusion is that

d_
de

CWW°) = 2/ \a^0)> A[0],B[0]) - i co(x) £ \<pj(x)\2dx
=0 \ Jm k,=Q j
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Thus an explicit formula for the local heat invariant am(co, A, B), or such a

formula together with an explicit knowledge of the null space JV(AB) when

this null space is nonzero, is sufficient for an understanding of the conformai

behavior of the functional determinant. Note that an explicit knowledge of

JV(AB) is not an unreasonable expectation: if the background metric has posi-
tive scalar curvature, there can be no null space for an elliptic boundary problem

YB based on the conformai Laplacian Y. For more general (A, B) satisfying

2.4, if M and dM are locally flat (for example, if M is a standard flat half-
torus), J^(AB) can be given explicitly in the background metric, and thus in
conformai metrics by the conformai covariance law.

The strategy for computing the functional determinant within a conformai

class will be to integrate the variational formula along a one-parameter family
g[eco] = e2emg[0]. The result will be a formula for the difference Ç'A[0)] ^(O) -

C'A[0] b[0](0)> that is, for the quotient of determinants (det(AB)[co])/(det(AB)[0]).

The formulas involve integrals of differential polynomials in co, but such quan-

tities cannot necessarily be reexpressed as integrals of scalar local invariants in
the sense of Remark 1.9. For example, the quantity f coPco, where P is the

Paneitz operator, appears in our formulas; it cannot, in general, be expressed as

the integral of a local scalar invariant of g[co]. This phenomenon is one con-

formal manifestation of the nonlocal nature of the functional determinant. To
express everything in terms of differential polynomials, at least via the current

methods, it is very important that we stay within a conformai class.

The problem of computing det(^4ß)[0], so that we have formulas for func-

tional determinants instead of just quotients of such, may be approached sepa-

rately; see §7.

3. Variational formulas and consequences
of the conformal index property

In this section, fix co £ C°°(M), and again consider the variation (d/de)\E=o

as the metric g runs through the conformai curve g[eco] = e2e(og[0] for a fixed

(but arbitrary) co £ C°°(M). We extend the definition of local scalar invariant

to f-augmented local scalar invariants, / 6 C°°(M), by adding df (or df and
Nf for boundary invariants) to the list of ingredients in Remark 1.9. (Note

that suitable derivatives are also ingredients, so it is only the Oth derivative of

/ that does not come into play.) When there is no chance of confusion as to

the choice of manifold or measure, or when these choices are arbitrary, we shall

sometimes abbreviate fM -dx by / •, and JdM -dy by § .
We begin by choosing a nonstandard basis of the interior invariants.

3.1. Lemma. With notation as m § 1, the four quantities \C\2, Q, J2, AJ span
the space of level 4 local scalar O(m) invariants on M for m > 3 ; for m > 4

they are a basis. If m > 5, these four quantities are also a basis of the level 4

local scalar SO(m)-invariants. If m = 4 and C± are the self- and anti-self-dual

parts of C, the 5 quantities \C+\2, |C_ |2, Q, J2, AJ are a basis of the level 4
local scalar SO(4) invariants on M.

Proof. Let m > 3. By (1.1), At is a scalar multiple of A7, \p\2 is a linear

combination of 72 and \V\2, and \R\2 is a linear combination of 72, \V\2,

and |C|2 . \V\2 is a linear combination of Q, J2, and A7 . By, e.g., [Gl], the

four quantities |R|2, \p\2, x2, At span the O(m) invariants, and are a basis for
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m > 4. For m > 5 , all 0(w)-irreducible summands of the vector bundle of

which R is a section are also SO(m)-irreducible. For m = 4, this is true except

for the 0(4)-bundle of which C is a section; this splits into two irreducible

summands under SO(4) [S], and this induces the splitting C = C+ + C_ .   D

Using the invariant theory of [BG], we can write down all the invariants
that can appear in a^(f, A, B). In Table 3.1, we introduce abbreviations for

some level 3 local scalar invariants on dM. trL3 is an abbreviation for the

local scalar invariant LabLbcLca . For convenience, all indices are written as

subscripts, the convention being that one index in each pair is raised before

summing.

Let f £ C°°(M) be an auxiliary function. In Table 3.2, we introduce ab-

breviations for some /-augmented level 3 local scalar invariants. Note that
because the inward unit normal is extended to a collar as the tangent to a unit

speed geodesic, the iterated partial derivatives tV • • • Nf agree with the iterated

covariant derivatives f\N-N = (V • • • V/)#...# •
From [BG, Lemma 2.3] and the above, we get

3.2. Lemma. Suppose that either (A, B) is not orientation-sensitive or m > 4.

Under the analytic and naturality assumptions 1.2, 1.6, a^f, A, B) has the

Table 3.1

Abbreviation Invariant Index expression

Xx Nt RiJU\N
X2 zH Rjjiji-'aa

X3 FH RaNaNÍ-'bb

X, (G,L) RaNbN^ab

x5 (T,L) Rcacb*-1 ab

x6 H3 *-,agi-,bbL,cc

X! H\L\ '-'aa'-'bc'-'bc

Xs trL31 f^abf^befxa

Table 3.2

Abbreviation

Yi(f)

Y2(f)

Y3(f)

Y*(f)
Ys(f)

Y6(f)

Yi(f)
Y*{f)

Invariant

(Nf)r

(N2f)H

(-*f)H
(Nf)H2

(Nf)F

(VV/, L)

(Nf)\L\2

N(-A)f

Index expression

•jijf\N&

f\NNLaa

f: agLbb

f\NEaaLbb

J : abEgb

f\NLabLab

f\HN

aNaN
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form

a4(f,A,B)= Jf{ax,x\C\2 + ax,2Q + ax,3J2 + ax,4AJ}

+ /(/¿02,^+¿03.„yl,(/)]

J     \    ß=\ v=l )

for some constants aayfl which depend only on the formal functorial expression

for (A, B), and on m. (In particular, they do not depend on the particular

manifold or metric.) If m = 4 and (A, B) is orientation-sensitive, the same is

true with af ,|C+|2+ aj- x | C_ |2 in place of ax <X\C\2 for constants af j.

When / = 1, the invariants Y„(f) vanish, and integration by parts gives

(3.1) ju=(jx^/l(m-\).

Thus a^(A, B) has the form

(3.2) aA(A,B) = j{aXtX\C\2 + axaQ + ax<3J2} + JYjà2,llXll,

where the ài,i are constants with the same dependence as above. (We make
the obvious adjustment if m — 4 and (A, B) is orientation-sensitive.) Under
the conformai assumptions 2.4, the number of undetermined coefficients in
Lemma 3.2 and (3.2) is cut down considerably; the "axe" is the Conformai

Index Theorem 2.10. To apply this, we need to know the conformai variations
of the quantities involved.

3.3.   Theorem. Let m = 4. For the conformai variation above,

(a)   (í//úfe)|£=o(|C|2í/x)[ectí] = 0. If M is oriented,

(d/de)\E=0(\C±\2dx)[eco] = 0.

(b)

JÜ     J(J2dx)[eco] = 2 y co((AJ)dx)[0] +X-j>({-coXx + Yx(co)} dy)[0].

(c)

¿|     J(\V\2dx)[eco] = 2Jco((AJ)dx)[0]

+ j {jy-\uXx - \yx(co) - Y3(co) + Y5(co) + Y6(co)} dy^j [0].

(d)

d_\
del / (A7dx)[eco] = -t-\      f (J\n dy)[eco]

:=0 J "£ l£=0 J

= /({-^i(û>)-r8(û))}rfy)[0].
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(e)

\ (¿) |    /(Ô^)^] = f (•?(<») dy)[0],
where S"(ta) = \Yx(co) + Y3(co) - Y5(co) - Y6(co) - ±Ys(co).

Proof, (a) was already remarked as (1.4). (The statements about C± follow

from the fact that the splitting into C+ and C_ is conformally invariant.) For
(b), we use (1.2) and integrate by parts to get

/ (72 dx)[eco] = 2    J(Aco) dx — 2 I (dJ, dco) dx + 2 j> Jco\N dy
de í=0'

= 2 / co(AJ) dx -2 é¡ J\Nco dy + 2 é Jco\N dy,

where everything after the first "=" sign has an implicit [0] (is evaluated in

*[0]).
For convenience in the rest of the proof, we write all indices as subscripts;

one copy of each repeated index should be raised before summing. For (c), we

use (1.3) and the Bianchi identity Vy\i = Jy , and integrate by parts:

-£-|      [(\V\2dx)[eco] = -2 ¡(V, VVco)dx
d£\E=0J J

-2    (dJ, dco) dx + 2 <j> ViNco\i dy

= 2    coAJ dx - 2 é J\Nco dy + 2 ¿ V¡nco\í dy.

Again, everything after the first "=" sign is evaluated in g[0]. But

VNiCO\i = VNNCO\N + VNaCO : a ,

and

f VNaCO :a = - é VaN:aCO = -- j) paN : aCO.

By [BG, Lemma A. 1(b)],

PaN : a =  " : aa ~ ¡^ab : ab-

Since VNN — 3-f — tjT , integration by parts over d M (which has no boundary)

gives

(3.3) j VNico\i = j (jY5(co) - ¿y,(«) - \y3(oj) + ^(cofj .

This and 7 = t/6 give (c).
The first equality in (d) is obtained by integrating by parts; the second is

Lemma 3.4(a). For the proof of (e), we use (1.7):

Ks)L/M*t)l"l"ï/(A,)*
= 2 / œ\>ijj dx- j [{J - 2V-) dco]JU dx

= -- j>comdy+ j[{J -2V-}dco]Ndy

= ~2 f œ\nNdy + j>(Jco\N - 2VNico\i)dy.
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(3.3) now finishes the proof. Alternatively, we could use the definition (1.5) of

Q together with parts (b)-(d) to derive (e).   D

We shall also need the conformai variations of the boundary invariants that

do not automatically vanish for co = 1. The following can be read off from

the variational formulas in the appendix to [BG]. (Note the differences in sign

conventions.)

3.4.   Lemma. Let

d

X^ = Te
(e^Xileœ]) =

6=0 "£

Xj[eco] + 3coXi[0].
E=0

Then:

(a) X[(co) = -2Yx(co) - 2(m - l)Y&(co).
(b) X'2(co)   =   -(m - l)Yx(co) - 2(m - l)Y2(co) - 2(m - l)Y3(co) +

2(m- l)Y4(co).

(c) X^(co) = -(m - l)Y2(co) - Y3(co) + Y4(co) - (m - l)Y5(co).

(d) X'4(co) = -Y2(co) - Y5(co) - Y6(co) + Y^co).

(e) X'5(co)   =   -Yx(co) - Y3(co) + Y4(co) + 2Y5(co) - (m - 3)Y6(co) +

(m-3)Y1(co).

(f) X'6(co) = -3(m-l)Y4(co).

(g) X'^co) = -2YA(co) -(m- l)Y7(co).

(h) X¡i(co) = -3Y1(co).

We retain the "prime" notation of Lemma 3.4 to derive some straightforward

consequences in the next two lemmas.

3.5.   Lemma. Let

-24 = - J¿ZTTX2 + X3-(m- 3)X4 + X5,

2 YYl — 1

^= - 3(m-l)X6 + X7~^~X&-

Then 5fs'(co) = 0, s = 4, 5.

3.6. Lemma. Let m = 4, and let

S = --p^i + -7X2 - X4 + -Xf, - -zX%.

Then S'(co) = -S?(co), where S?(co) is as in Lemma 3.3(e).

We can now harvest the consequences of the conformai index property, re-

ducing the number of undetermined coefficients from the 20 in Lemma 3.2 to

just 13 under the conformai assumptions.

3.7. Theorem. Let m = 4, and suppose (A,B) satisfies 1.2, 1.6, and 2.4.
Suppose that (A, B)  is not orientation-sensitive.   Then a4(f, A, B) has the
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form

a4(f,A,B) = ßxJf\C\2 + ß2^JfQ + jfs}

+ ß3 ||/A7 -^jfXx} + ß4jm + ß5j>m

r 8
+ JY,KMf),

v=\

where the constants ß^, p = I, ... , 5, and kv , v — 1,..., 8, depend only on

the formal funcional expression for (A,B). In particular,

(3.4)       a4(A, B) = ßx j\C\2 + ß2{\ jQ + j s} + ß4 j> 5?4 + ß5 j> -2$.

If (A, B) is orientation-sensitive, the same is true with ßx, + \C+\2 + ßx,-|C_|2

in place of ßx\C\2 in each formula.

Proof. Changing basis in the formula of Lemma 3.2, we may write a4(f, A, B)
in the form

ßxjf\C\2 + ß2^ijfQ + jfS^ + ß3iyjfAJ-X-j>fXx^+cjfJ2

+ j f{ß4S?4 + ßs&s + yxXx+ y2X2 + y3X3 + y4X4 + y6X6 + y^X,}

f 8
+ jYJKvYv(f)

v=l

for some universal constants ß,■, c, y¡. In particular, by (3.1),

a4(A, B) = ßxj\C\2 + ß2(iJQ + j> S^ +c j J2 + ß4J2>4

+ß5<f^f5+    Yl    hi*;-
J 7=1,2,3,4,6,8"'

By Lemmas 3.3-3.6,

d
de

a4(A[eco], B[eco])
E=0

= 2c /co(AJ)dx--c¿coXx + (-c-2yx -3y2J f Yx(co)

+ (-6y2 - 3y3 - y4) j Y2(co) + (-6y2 - y3) f Y3(co)

+ (6y2 + 73 - 9y6) j Y4(co) + (-3y3 - y4) j Y5(co) - y4 é Y6(co)

+ (?4 - 3y8) / Yn(co) - 671 j> Y%(co).

By the linear independence of the invariants § Y¡(co), we conclude that c

y\ = 72 = y3 = 74 = 7e = 78 = 0.  ü

It is now time to clarify the notion of conformai primitive.
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3.8.   Definition. A real functional 9o on a conformai class (#[0]) on M is

smooth if the functions

(3.5) e = (ei, ... , eN) H+ & \g ^2 SiCOi

are C°° for all N £ Z+ and functions co¡ £ C°°(M). & has degree n£Z+ if

the maps (3.5) are polynomial in e of degree n, and we use the terminology lin-

ear, quadratic, etc. for degree 1, 2, .... A map M from (g[0]) to C°°(M) is

smooth (resp. has degree n) if g >-> ¿%(g[co])(x) is smooth (resp. is polynomial

of degree n in e) for each x £ M, and similarly for maps to C°°(dM).

3.9. Definition. Let 9s and &~ be smooth functional on a conformai class

(#[0]) on M. & is a conformai primitive for y if

(3.6) (d/de)\E=o^(g[n + eco]) = y(*fo])

for all n, co e C°°(M). If in addition, a base metric g[0] is given and
«^(£[0]) = 0, & is a base-pointed conformai primitive for j~.

3.10. Remark. A base-pointed conformai primitive ¿P for 3~, if it exists,

is unique, since the curve a(e) = ^(gleco]) solves the initial value problem

(d/de)a(e) = £7~(g[eco]), a(0) = 0. If a functional y and a prospective

conformai primitive & are given by universal formulas, it is sufficient to prove
(3.6) at n = 0, since universality allows us to replace g[0] by g[n]. If ¿T(g[co])

is a homogeneous polynomial functional of degree n > 0, then ^(g[w])/n

is a base-pointed conformai primitive for ¿f(g[co]). Thus a decomposition

of a given functional into homogeneous polynomial functionals is sufficient

information for the computation of a base-pointed conformai primitive. We

shall sometimes use the abbreviation y [<w] for !3~(g\co\).
Motivated by Remark 3.10, we go on to compute the higher conformai

variations of the local invariants in Theorem 3.7. The formulas for V[a>],

R[co], L[co], V[co], and N[co] show that each term in that expression for

a4(co, A[co], B[co]) is polynomial of degree < 4; this will also emerge from

our calculations, so we omit the abstract proof. We first introduce abbrevia-

tions for some /-augmented local invariants which are quadratic and cubic in

/•

Table 3.3

Abbreviation

Zx(f,f)

z2(f,f)
z3(f,f)

z4(f,f)

Z5(f,f)

Z6(f,f)

Ei(f,f,f)
E2(f,f,f)

Invariant

(Nf)N2f

(Nf)(-A)f

(Nf)2H

\df\2H

(df®df,L)

(df, d(Nf))

(Nf)\df\

(A/)3

Index expression

f\NÍ\.NN

f\Nf:

f\Nf\NLq

f:af:aL bb

f:af:bL ab

f:a(f\N):a

f\Nf: af: a

f\sf\Nf\N
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The notation Z,(/, /) indicates that Z, can actually be thought of as a

quadratic form Z¡(fx, f2) after polarization; similarly for the cubic form de-
termined by Ej(f, f, f). Lemmas 3.11-3.18 immediately following are ob-
tained by direct computation with the variational formulas and identities of

[BG, Appendix], and integration by parts.

3.11.   Lemma. Let

Y!(co,co) = Te
e=0

(e^Uconeco]) = ^ Yj(co)[eco] + 3coYi(co)[0].
e=0

Then:

(a) 2(m - l)Z2(co, co)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0
(g)
(h)

Y[(co, co) = - 2(m - l)Zx(co, co)

+ 2(m - l)Z3(o;, co).

y2'(iy, co) = - (m - l)Zx(co, co) - Z3(co, co) + Z4(co, co).

Y{(co, co) = -(m- l)Z2(co, co) + (m- 3)Z4(co, co).

Y4(co, co) = - 2(m - l)Z3(co, co).

Y¡(co, co) = -(m- l)Zx(co, co) -Z2(co, co) + Z3(co, co).

Y¿(co, co) = - Z2(co, co) + Z4(co, co) - 2Z5(co, co).

Yj(co, co) = -2Z3(ft>, co).

Yg(<y, co) — 2(m - 3)Zx(co, co) - 2Z2(co, co) + 2Z3(co, co)

+ 2(m -2)Z5(co, co) + 2(m - 2)Z6(co, co).

3.12.   Lemma. For all f, co £ C°°(M),

(a) §Z6(f,f) = -§Z1(f,f).
(b) ffZ6(f, f) = -§fZ2(f, f) -§Ex(f, f, f).
(c)

¿|      (f(Ys(œ)dy)[eœ]) = (m - 4) f co(Ys(co)dy)[0]

+ (f>{2(m - 3)Zx(co, co) - 2(m - l)Z2(co, co)

+ 2Z3(co, co) + 2(m - 2)Z5(co, co)}.

3.13.   Lemma. Let

Then:

Z\(co, co, co)
d_
de

d_
de

(eiË(uZi(co,co)[eco\)
£=0

Zi(co, co)[eco] + 3coZj(co, co)[0].
E=0

(a) Z[(co, co, co) = Ex(co, co, co) - E2(co, co, co).
(b) Z^co, co, co) — (m- 3)EX(co, co, co).

(c) Z3(co, co, co) --(m-l)E2(co, co, co).

(d) Z\(co, co, co) = -(m- l)Ex(co, co, co).
(e) Z¡(co, co, co) = -Ex(co, co, co).

(f) Z¿(co, co, co) - -Ex(co, co, co).
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3.14.   Lemma. The quantities

(e3EmEj(co,co,co)[eco])E'¡(co, co, co, co) = -j-

d_
de

e=0

Zi(co, co, co)[eco] + 3coZi(co, co, co)[0]
£=0

vanish identically.

3.15.   Lemma. For m > 2, let

lx(co)= - Y4(co) + (m - l)Y-j(co),

l2(co) = - Yx(co) -(m- 3)Y2(co) + Y3(co) - j^jY4(œ) + (m - l)Y5(œ) ;

...     m2-3m-2v. 2m  v .   ,     m2-5m + 2v.
l3(CO) = -:-Y2(CO)-tY3(CO)-;-rr^-Y4(Co)
iK   ' m-l K   '    m-l    K   '        (m-l)2       K   '

- (m - 4)Y5(co) + (m- 2)Y6(co) + Ys(co).

Then l's(co, co) = 0 for s = 1,2, and

d
de

/(ls(ca)dy)[eco] = 0,       5=1,2,3.

<f(l3(co)dy)[eco] = (m - 4) <f co(l3(co) dy)[0].
\E=oJ J

In particular, if m = 4, then

d_
de\

3.16. Lemma. Let

s/ =X6-(m-l)2Xs.

Then s/"(co, co) = 0.

3.17. Lemma. Let

qx(co) = Y3(co) - (m - l)Y6(co),

q2(co) = (m- 3)Yx(co) + (m - 3)(m - 2)Y2(co) - 2(m - 2)Y3(co),

q3(co) = (m - l)Yx(co) - (m - \)(m - 2)Y2(co) + 2(m - 2)Y4(co).

Then q"(co, co, co) = 0, s = 1, 2, 3, with the result that

j¿2       (l(qsdy)[eca}\=0,        m = 4.

3.18. Lemma. If f £ C°°(M), then on dM,

f\i'N - f\NNN + (f]N) : a" + 2Va(LabVbf)

- H-af:a - Ff\N - \L\  f\N - Hf\NN.

The following lemma is a consequence of Lemmas 3.4, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13.

3.19. Lemma. If m = 4 and S is as in Lemma 3.6, then

1^1     U co(S dy)[eco] -^l Y3(co)[eco]dy[eco]\ = 0.
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4. Formulas for the quotient of functional determinants

Suppose we have a compact 4-manifold M with boundary dM, and a base-

pointed conformai class (g[0]) is given. Suppose also that we have a boundary

value problem (A, B) satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2.12. A change

of basis in the formula of Theorem 3.7 allows us to write

a4(co, A, B)[co] = ßx j co(\C\2 dx)[co]

+ ß2^jco(Qdx)[co] + f[(aiS- jY3((û)^ dy^j [a>]}

+ ß3yco((AJ)dx)[co}+l-j((Yx(co)-coXx)dy)[co]^

+ ß4<j> co(S?4 dy)[co] + ß5I co(5?5 dy)[co]

+ ¿ A, ¿(¡¡(co) dy)[co) + ¿ Oj ¿(qj(co) dy)[co]

1=1    J j=i     J

+ c3 ¿(Y3(co)dy)[co] + c4 j>(Y4(co)dy)[co],

where ßv, A,, a¡ ,c3,c4 are universal constants depending on the universal

polynomial expression for (A, B).

By Theorem 2.12, we can find a formula for

- log | det(AB)\[co] + log | det(^B)|[0]

by finding a base-pointed conformai primitive for each term in (4.1). By Theo-

rem 2.10, the sign (-1)#IA;<0} of det^Ls is conformally invariant, so this gives

a formula for det(AB)[co]/det(AB)[Ü].

4.1. Lemma. In (4.1), the ßv terms for v = 1, 4, 5 and the A¡ terms for

¿=1,2,3 have base-pointed conformai primitives

ßxJco(\C\2dx)[0],     ß4fco(3>4dy)[0],

ßsfco&dym,    kif(li(o})dy)[Q¡\

respectively.

Proof. By Lemmas 3.3(a) and 3.5, \C\2dx, J?4dy, and ^dy are conformai
invariants in dimension 4; thus the relevant ßv terms in (4.1) are linear on the

conformai class (g[0]). By Lemma 3.15, the A, terms are also linear. We now

apply Remark 3.10.   D

4.2. Lemma. A base-pointed conformai primitive for j co(Qdx)[co] is

m\oi\:= X- f co(P[0]co)dx[0] + fco(Qdx)[0].

Proof. If n, co£C°°(M),

d_
de

^[n + eco] = \ f{n(P[0]co) + co(P[0]n)} dx[0] + [ co(Qdx)[0].
£=0 ¿  J J
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Evaluation at r\ = eoco shows that the curve ¿%t[eco] satisfies the initial value

problem

d
de

^[eco] = f {e0co(P[0]co) + coQ[0]} dx[0],       &[0] = 0.
l£=£0

But by (1.7), the right side of this ordinary differential equation is

/ co(Qdx)[e0co],

as desired.   D

4.3.   Lemma. A base-pointed conformai primitive for

1

3
W[co]:= U(coS-\y

is

j> co(Sdy)[0] - j j(Y3(co) dy)[0] -±j> co(^(co) dy)[0]

j>(Z2(co, co)dy)[0] - i j>(Z4(co, co)dy)[0].
1

+ 2

Proof. By Lemma 3.19, W[co] is a quadratic functional. By Remark 3.10, its

base-pointed conformai primitive is

j>co(Sdy)[0] - | j(Y3(co)dy)[Qt] +X-j> (coS'(co)[0] - jY¡(co, co)[0]^ dy[0].

The last line of this is computed using Lemmas 3.6 and 3.11.   G

4.4. Lemma. The ß3 term in (4.1) has base-pointed conformai primitive

l-ß3J{(J2dx)[co]-(J2dx)[0]}.

Proof. This is a restatement of Lemma 3.3(b).   D

4.5. Lemma. The sum of the o¡, c3, and c4 terms in (4.1) has base-pointed

conformai primitive

ox U(qx(co)dy)[0] + j>((-Z4 + 3Z5)(co, co)dy)[0]

+ Ü2 {f(q2(ot) dy)[0] + j((-6Zx + 3Z2 + 2Z3 - Z4)(co, co) dy)[0]\

o3 U(q3(co) dy)[0] + f((-9Z2 - 3Z4)(co, co) dy)[0]\

c3 {f(Yi(œ)dy)[0] + f ((~|z2 + ±Z4) (co, co)dy^j [0]

-j(Ex(co,co,co)dy)[Q]\

c4U(Y4(co)dy)[0]-3^(Z3(co,co)dy)[0] + 3^(E2(co,co,co)dy)[0]\.

+

+
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Proof. By Lemma 3.17, the a¡ terms in (4.1) are quadratic on the conformai

class (g[0\), and by Lemmas 3.11, 3.13, and 3.14, the c4 and Cj terms are
cubic. We now apply Remark 3.10, using Lemmas 3.11 and 3.13 to compute
expansions into homogeneous polynomial terms.   D

We collect all this information in the following.

4.6. Theorem. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.12, // (A,B) is not
orientation-sensitive,

+ ß2S[\Jco(P[0]co)dx[0]

+ ̂ Jco(Qdx)[0] + fco(Sdy)[0] - j f (Y3(co) dy)[0]

-l-jœ(^(w)dy)[Q] + j(^)ïZ2-\z4Ssj (co, co)dy} [0]}

+ \ßi j{(J2 dx)[co] - (J2 dx)[0]} + ß4j> co(S?4 dy)[0]

+ ß,j>œ(&5 dy)[0] + ¿A, j>(h(co)dy)[0]

+ ax U(qx(co)dy)[0] + j>((-Z4 + 3Z5)(co, co)dy)[0]\

+ 02 U(q2(co)dy)[0] + j>((-6Zx + 3Z2 + 2Z3 - Z4)(co, co)dy)[0]\

+ o3 {¿(q3(co)dy)[0] + j>((-9Z2 - 3Z4)(co, co)dy)[0]\

+ c3 {j(Y3(co)dy)[Q] + j ((-|z2 + iz4) (co, co)dy} [0]

-j>(Ex(co,co,co)dy)[0]\

+ c4 U(Y4(co)dy)[0] - 3 j>(Z3(co, co)dy)[0] + 3 j>(E2(co,co,co)dy)[0]\ .

If (A, B) is orientation-sensitive, ßx J<w(|C|2dx)[0] should be replaced by

ßx>+Jco(\C+\2dx)[0] + ßx,-Jco(\C-\2dx)[0].

If ¿P\ is the functional (2.4), then

(42 [   }    m¿Px(A,B,g[Q])        4108      v[0]

04(A,B)-i      $e3»dy[0] _        ,      det(AB)[co]

3 g      v[0] [¿n    ,0g det(^B)[0] '

where v[0] = vol(g[0]) and v[0] = vol(£[0]).
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In the above, recall that a4(A, B) is conformally invariant. A more man-

ageable version of this formula is obtained when we notice that several of its

terms are also terms in a formula for a4(co, A, B). Indeed, if co, n £ C°°(M),

(4.1) can be modified to give a formula for a4(co, A, B)[n] just be replacing

each [co] by [n]. To make the formula even more easily applicable, we add the

mild assumption that our chosen background metric on M has constant scalar

curvature. We immediately have

4.7.   Corollary. Suppose (M, (g[0])) and (A, B) are as in Theorem 2.12, and

that g[0] has constant scalar curvature t0 . Let co £ C°°(M). Then

..,._!,    det(AB)[co]
~(2/)    lOedet(AB)[0]=a*{(O>A>B)

+ ßi{\J co(P[0]co) dx[0] -\j co(S*(co) dy)[0]

+ ̂ (QZ2-¿Z*) (<»,©)¿y)[0]l

ß3 j/{(72 dx)[co] - (J2 dx)[0] - ^T0 j> colN}

oxj((-Z4 + 3Z5)(co,co)dy)[Q]

+ o2 ¿((-6ZX + 3Z2 + 2Z3 - Z4)(co, co) dy)[0]

o3f((-9Z2-3Z4)(co,co)dy)[0]

jy ((-^2 + \z4^j (co, co)dy} [0] - j(Ex(co, co, co)dy)[0]j

c4(-3^(Z3(co,co)dy)[0] + 3^(E2(co,co,co)dy)[0]\.

1
+ 2

+

+

+ c-:

+

Now recall the functionals ^ of Remark 2.2, which involve the conformai

index a4(A, B). It is sometimes useful to express the conformai index in terms

of the Euler characteristic of M. Recall that #(M) = x(9M) + x(M, dM) ;
thus if m is even, ^(M) = £(M, dM). By the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula,
if m — 4,

(4.3)

X(M) = (32n2)~x [ (t2 - 4\p\2 + \R\2) dx
JM

+ (24tt2)-1 /   (3T/7-6ir/Y-6(r,L) + 2/73-6i/|L|2 + 4trL3)úíy.
JdM

The interior integrand can be rewritten as

|C|2 - 8|F|2 + 872 = |C|2 + 4{Q - A7} ,

and thus the interior term in (4.3) equals
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(32n2rx(¡(\C\2 + 4Q)dx-\¿   T\Ndy).
\Jm J JdM /

Thus

X(M) = (32n2)-x f (\C\2 + 4Q)dx
Jm

+ (24n2)~x¿    (-\t\N + 3xH-6FH-6(T,L)
JdM \    2-

+ 2/73-6//|L|2 + 4trL3>) dy,

or more compactly,

(4.4)    x(M) = (32n2)-x ¡ (\C\2 + 4Q)dx + (4n2)-x ¿   (S-5?4-5?s)dy.
Jm JdM

At a background metric g[0] with constant scalar curvature as in Corollary 4.7,
the T|/v contributions to the boundary integrals in the formulas for ^(M) and
a4(A, B) disappear. It is now appropriate to distinguish two types of "model
backgrounds":

4.8. Definition. (M, £[0]) is a model background of type I if (VR)[0] = 0,
dM is totally geodesic, and M is connected. (M, g[0]) is a model background

of type II if g[0] is flat, (VL)[0] = 0, and dM is connected.

4.9. Lemma. In a model background (M, g[0]) of type I, the boundary inte-
grals in (3.4) and (4.4) vanish, and

a4(A[0], B[0]) = 4n2ß2X(M) + (ßx - A^2)|C|2[0]z;[0].

In a model background (M, g[0]) of type II, the interior integrals in (3.4) and
(4.4) vanish, and

a4(A[0], B[0]) = 4n2ß2X(M) + (ß4 + 6ß2)3?4[0]v[0] + (ßs + 6)32)^5[0]t)[0].

Proof. In the type I case, VR = 0 =*■ VC = 0, so the connectedness of M
guarantees that |C|2[0] is constant. In the type II case, R = 0, VL = 0 =$•

V-24 = VJz?5 = 0, so the connectedness of dM guarantees that -24[0] and
.25 [0] are constant.

We combine these considerations to get a more natural form of (4.2):

4.10. Theorem. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.12, // (M, g[0]) is a
background of type I and A = a4(A, B), or if (M, g[Q]) is a background of type
Hand À = 0,
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•-(2/)     l°ë^(A,B,g[0])-^or^

+ ß2$y\j co(P[0]co) dx[0] - i j(Y3(co) dy)[0]

-^fœ(S"(œ)dy)[0] + f(J^Z2 - ¿Z4) (co, co)dy} [0]|

+ \ß3 j{(J2dx)[co] - (J2dx)[0]} + ¿A, j>(U(co)dy)[0]

+ ox ¿((-Z4 + 3Z5)(co, co) dy)[0]

a2 U(q2(co)dy)[0] + j>((-6Zx + 3Z2 + 2Z3 - Z4)(co, co)dy)[0]\

o3 {f(q3(co)dy)[0] + f((-9Z2 - 3Z4)(co, co)dy)[0]}

c3{j>(Y3(co)dy)m + j> (fi-\z2 + \z4^j (co, co)dy^j [0]

- f(Ex(co,co,co)dy)[0]\

+ c4ij>(Y4(co)dy)[Q,]-3J>(Z3(co, co)dy)[f)]+3 j>(E2(co, co, co)dy)[0]\ ,

where

a4(A,B)      / e4^-") dx[0]
n = - log

v[0]

= - {n2ß2X(M) + ^(ßi- \ß2) |C|2[0]W[0]} ,

and

a4(A,B),_$e^-Vdy[0]
%=-3~l0g-flîoj-

= - \j>n2ß2x(M) + l-(ß4 + 6Ä)^4[0]*[0] + j(ß5 + 6yS2)^5[0]€[0]} .

Here œ := (/codx[0])/v[0]  is the mean value of co over M, and to

(§cody[0])/v[0] is the mean value over dM.

Proof. In the type I case, we absorb terms totalling

(ßi\Q2[0] + ±ß2Q[0]) Jcodx[0]

(or (ßX!+\C+\2[0] + ßx^\C-\2[0] + ^ß2Q[0])Jcodx[0] if (A,B) is orientation-
sensitive) into the first exponential term of (4.2); the coefficient of the

second exponential term is 0. In the type II case, we absorb terms totalling
(ß2S[0] + ß4^4[0] + ß55?5[0])fcody[0] into the second exponential term of
(4.2); the coefficient of the first exponential term in 0. We also make use of the
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fact that §(qx(co)dy)[0] vanishes, since (VL)[0] = 0 in both the type I and

type II cases.   D

4.11. Remark. The choice A = a4(A,B) or A = 0 makes ¿Px(A,B, g) a
spectral invariant (recall Remark 2.2). The presence of the |C|2 term in the

case of a model background of type I is an indication that the analysis of the

determinant functional will be heavily dependent on conformai geometry as

well as on topology. See [BCY] for this analysis, and the effect of the |C|2

term, in the boundariless case. Similarly, for a model background of type II,

the .S4 and -2s terms indicate a dependence on conformai geometry.

4.12. Remark. There need not be a model background of type I or II in a

given conformai class, of course. It can happen, however, that there are model

backgrounds of both types in the same conformai class. For example, the round

metric on the closed hemisphere H4 (type I) is conformai to the flat metric

on the closed ball B4 (type II). The standard metric on the cylinder 8^4 =

[0, h] x S3 of height h is conformai to the flat metric on the spherical shell
sf4 = {x £ R4| 1 < |jc| < s}, s = eh . Here the cylindrical geometry is type I; the

shell geometry fails to be type II only because of its disconnected boundary.

5. Special manifolds

We would now like to do some computations in the special cases of the

hemisphere, ball, cylinder, and spherical shell. Since the hemisphere and ball are

conformally equivalent, and the cylinder of height h is conformally equivalent
to the spherical shell of outer/inner radius ratio s = eh, it is sufficient to
consider the hemisphere and cylinder. Moreover, since we shall later write down

the spectra of the Dirichlet and Robin problems for the conformai Laplacian
on the hemisphere, and compute the determinants of these problems explicitly

(§7), we shall be able to compute the determinants of the similar problems on

the ball. The following elementary observation will be useful.

5.1. Lemma. If dM is totally geodesic and k is the intrinsic curvature of d M,
then T = k + 2F on dM.

Proof. We use total geodesy to pick coordinates at a point of dM which are
normal for both g and g, then use the characterization of the Riemann tensor

as the second-order part of the Taylor expansion of the metric, to show that
K = Rabab . Since t = R'J u = Rabab + 2RaNaN, the result follows.   D

Now consider the upper hemisphere Hm in Sm, the boundary of which

is the equator Sm~x , with the standard round metric g[0] as background.

Here the interior metric has VR = 0 and the boundary embedding is totally
geodesic, so (Hm, g[0]) is a model background of type I. In this background,

C = 0, V = g/2, and 7 = m/2. If »F2 := A + (m - l)2/4, then the Paneitz
operator and quantity are

P = (* ~ I) {W ~ ï) (? + l) (T + I) '       Q = m{m + 2){m ~ 2)/8-

In particular, if m = 4, then P = A(A + 2) and Q = 6. By (1.1),

Ruht = -gjkgu + SjiSik-
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Thus on the boundary dHm = Sm~x of Hm ,

G = g,    F = m-l,     T = (m-2)g.

L and H vanish, and by Lemma 3.18, if / £ C°°(Hm),

Ys(f) = N(-A)f = N3f+(-A)(Nf) - (m - l)Nfi

We also have

Xi = 0,       i = l,....8;

Y2(f) = Y3(f) = Y4(f) = Y6(f) = Y7(f)

= Z3(f, f) = Z4(f, f) = Z5(f, /) = 0;

and

Yi(f) = m(m-\)Nf,        Y5(f) = (m - l)Nfi

As a result, on dHm ,

fz4 = J?5 = 0,

/i(/) = 0,        h(f) = -(m-\)Nf,
h(f) = - (m - 4)(m - l)Nf+N(-A)f

= N3f+ (-A)(Nf) - (m - 3)(m - l)Nf,

Qi(f) = 0,    q2(f) = m(m-l)(m-3)Nf,    q3(f) = m(m-l)2Nf.

On dH4,

S = 0,        y(/) = Nf-l-N(-A)f=-l-N3f- \(-A)(Nf) + 5-Nf.

Since vol(/74) = 47r2/3,

a4(A, B) = 2n2ß2Q[0]/3 = 4n2ß2

for (A, B) satisfying 1.2, 1.6, and 2.4. (Alternatively, we can use the formula
of Lemma 4.9 and the fact that x(Hm) = 1 •) Specializing Theorem 4.10, the

conclusion is:

5.2. Theorem. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies 1.2, 1.6, and 2.4, and that JV(AB)

— 0 on (H4, g[0]), where g[0] is the round metric. Let A = 47i2/?2. Then for
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CO£C°°(H4),

_ {2irxloz^{A'B'8{oi]) -   ¿B.toJ"*"^**1^(2/)    1Og^(^,R,^[0])-    nß2l°g 4n2/3

-J2 + 3o2 - 9<r3 - |c3) f   ((Nœ)(-Àa>) dy)[0]4'

r2

+ ßi{\l  <a((A(A + 2)co) dx)[0] -\¿    co((Nco) dy)[0]
l 4 JH* 4 JdH*

{-j^co((N3co)dy)[Q>y}

¡ß3{jH(J2dx)M-^}

+ (-3A2 - 3A3 + 12rj2 + 36ct3) ¿    ((Nco)dy)[0]
JdH*

+ X3¿   ((N3co) dy)[0] - 6ct2 ¿    ((Nco)(N2co) dy)[0]
JdH* JdH*

-c3¿   ((Nco\dco\2 dy)[0] + 3c4 ¿    ((Neo)3 dy)[0].
JdH4 JdH*

A formula for the determinant functional -(2l)~xlog(det(AB)[co]/det(AB)[0])

is obtained by replacing -n2 ß2log{(JHi e4^-^ dx[0])/(4n2 /3)} by 4n2ß2w in
the formula above.

To set up a conformai diffeomorphism between the hemisphere and the ball,
view Sm as the unit sphere of Rm+1 with coordinate function ¿; — (u, s) £

Rm x R. Identify Rm , whose coordinate will be called x ,with the complement

Sm\(0, -1) of the south pole via

u 2x I — r
x = --,     u =-7,    s =-~=cosp,    a = |w| = sinp,

l+s l+r2 l+r2 y' ' '

where r = \x\, and p is the azimuthal angle between the vector (u, s) and

the ray emanating from the origin (0, 0) and passing through the North Pole
(0, 1). The standard metrics are related by

£Rm=<D2fom,        <P=I(l+r2) = l/(l+5).

This version of the Stereographic projection identifies the upper hemisphere in

Sm with the unit ball in Rm ; our two conformai metrics agree on the common

boundary of Hm and Bm . The total interior volumes of our models differ, as

«Hfl-l = '4"ÇrW2>,     voiyn-  2"mß
2Y(m)       ' v     '     mY(m/2)

so that
vol(Bm) Y(m)

vol(Hm)     2m-2mY(m/2)2 '

in particular,

vol(ß4)/vol(/74) = 3/8.
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The inward unit normal in Hm is N = -dp . Here we use p , together with

any coordinate system on the latitudes s = const, to get local coordinates on

Hm . Since Ns = -dps = a and dsa = -s/a,

N = ads,     N2 = a2d2 - sds,     N3 = a3d3 - 3asd2 - ads

on r7m\{(0, 1)}. In particular,

N = ds,     N2 = d2,     N3 = d*-ds       on dHm.

In the notation of Theorem 5.2, if g[0] is the hemisphere metric and g[co] the

ball metric, then co = - log(l + s). In particular,

dco = 0,    Aco = 0      on Hm\{(0, I)},

co = 0,     -Nco = N2co = -N3co = 1       on dHm.

Specializing to the case m = 4 now, and looking at the formula of Theorem

5.2, our first need is for (A(A + 2))[0]co = P[0]co. Applying our covariant setup
in the form (1.7), we can immediately conclude that

P[0]co = Q[co]e4(0 - ß[0] = -ß[0] = -6,

since all local scalar invariants vanish in the flat metric g[co]. J2[co] also
vanishes for this reason. The surviving boundary terms in Theorem 5.2 all

come from the expressions

/    ((Nco)dy)[0]= ¿    ((N3co)dy)[0]= ¿   ((Nco)(N2co)dy)[0]
JdH* JdH* JdH*

((Nco)3 dy)[0] - -vol(dH4) = -vol(S3) = -2tt2.
/JdiidH*

(Note especially that no /?2 boundary terms survive, since co vanishes on the

boundary.) Thus Theorem 5.2 specializes to

e
- 3^3 - 27C2(-3A3 - 2A3+6(T2 + 36o3+3c4).

In this, the œ and / co terms combine to give

- -zß3n2 - 2n2(-3X2 - 2X3 + 6er2 + 36cr3 + 3c4).

To compute the / co term, let dB be a volume form on a standard (radius 1)

S3 ; then a3 dd is a volume form on the latitude in H4 with radius a, and

-a3 dpAdd = a2dsAdd = (l- s2) ds A dB

is a volume form on H4\{(0, 1)}.   Since vol^3) = 2n2 and co = co(s) =

- log( 1+5) is constant on latitudes,

/   codx[0] = 2n2 [ (l-s2)co(s)ds = -2n2 f t(2-t)logtdt
Jh* Jo J\

2 /13     8=n U~-3 log2
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Here we have used the integral formula

/ t"(logt)dt =- (logi- ) -(-const
J ° n+l\ n + lj

in the case n = 1, 2. Since vol(R4) = 7r2/2, we have

5.3. Corollary. With assumptions as in Theorem 5.2 and g[co] the flat B4

metric,

-(2l)-xlog^{A>B>g[œ]){¿L)    l°ë^(A,B,g[0])

= 7l2{((J~l0g6) ß2 ~ lß) + 6Xl + 4À3 ~ 12t72 " 72<73 " 6C4| '

The expression for the quotient of determinants (as opposed to scale-invariant

determinant functionals) is simply missing the vol(54)/vol(r74) contribution:

5.4. Corollary. With assumptions as in Theorem 5.2 and g[co] the flat B4

metric,

-(2l)-xlogdet{AB)[0)]
[¿l)    l°ë det(AB)[0]

= n2{((Y~41og2) ßl~ lßi + 6kl + 4h" n°2~72(T3~6C4}"

An interesting check on our calculations can be made by specializing Theorem

4.10 to the flat metric on the unit ball B4, a model background of type II, and
viewing the round H4 metric as the perturbation rather than the background.

This is not simply the same calculation in disguise; different terms from the

determinant quotient formula contribute to the answer, which is, of course, the

reciprocal of the determinant quotient just computed. We omit the details.

Now let g[0] be the standard metric on the cylinder ff™ = [0, h] x S3, that

being g[0] = dt2 + dd2 , where t is the parameter on [0, h], and dd2 is the
round metric on Sm~x ; this gives a model background of type I. Computing

for the moment in a general dimension m > 3, we have

T_ m-2       „ _ -dt2 + dd2 „_ m2(m-4)

2     ' 2 ' '     U~ 8
The Paneitz operator is

.?     m(m-4)K     .n7    m2(m-4)2
P = A2 + —^--A + 4df + —K—T2—-.

2. 16

Since L — 0 and t is constant, X,■■ = 0 for i = 1,..., 8 ; in particular, ¿¿?4 =

=2s = 0, and if m = 4, 5 = 0. We have F = 0, and for all f£C°°(Whm),

Y2(f) = Y3(f) = Y4(f) = Y5(f) = Y6(f) = Y7(f) = 0,

Yi(f) = (m-l)(m-2)Nf,

Ys(f) = N3f+(-A)(Nf).

As a result,

/i(/) = Qx(f) = 0,     h(f) = -(m - \)(m - 2)Nf,

l3(f) = N3f+(-A)(Nf),

q2(f) = (m- l)(m - 2)(m - 3)Nf,        q3(f) = (m - l)2(m - 2)Nf,
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and if m — 4,

S"(f) = 2Nf-\N3f-X-(-A)(Nf).

Furthermore,

Z3(/,/) = Z4(/,/) = Z5(/,/) = 0.

Now specialize to the case m = 4. The conformai index vanishes by the

above and Lemma 4.9, since x(%m) = 0; thus the scale-invariant functional

involved in the specialization of Theorem 4.10 is ¿Pq . Collecting information,

we have

5.5. Theorem. Suppose that (A, B) satisfies 1.2, 1.6, and 2.4, and that JV(AB)
= 0 on (Wf, g[0]), where g[0] is the standard cylinder metric. Let y — -dt.

Then for co£C°°(W4),

[Zl)    lOê<?(A,B,g[0])        [Zl)    1Ogdet(^s)[0]

= ß2r-j^ W((A2[0] + 4d2))codx[0]

-\f<o (faco - \y3co - I(-Ä)(2r-u>)) dy} [0]|

+ \ß3U(J2dx)[co]-hvol(S3))

+ (-6A2 + 6(T2 + 18ff3) Í &t»>)dy[0]

+ X3 f(^co) dy[0] + A3 Ç((-A)(^co) dy)[0]

-6o2j>\ycoW2co)dy[0]

+ (\ß2 + 3o2 - 9o3 - |c3) f(yco)((-Aco)dy)[0]
2'

c3 j\yco)(\dco\2 dy)[0] + 3c4 f(^co)3 dy[0],

where

f       ft=h    Jt=o

We specialize further to the perturbation which gives the shell sf4 with

s = eh . In spherical coordinates, the flat metric on sé4 is dr2 + r2 dd2. The

diffeomorphism (t, 6) »-► (e', 6) from W£ to sf4 is conformai:

dr2 + r2 dd2 = r2(dt2 + dd2) = e2t(dt2 + dd2).

Thus the shell metric is g[co] with co = t. The surviving terms on the right in

Theorem 5.5 are

(5.1)   ß2 j-i jf   œ(2^co)dy[0]^ + ¿ß3(-hvol(S3)) = 2n2h (ft - ¿ft) .
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6. The Dirichlet and Robin problems for the conformal Laplacian

The determinant quotient formulas of Theorem 4.6 involve coefficients

ft (1 < v < 5), A, (i = 1,2,3), Oj (j = 1,2,3), ck (k = 3,4) that
depend only on the universal formula for (A, B), and not on the particular

manifold M. In this section, we compute these constants for the two boundary

value problems described in Examples 2.7-2.8.
The starting point is a formula of Branson and Gilkey [BG] for a4(A, B) for

elliptic boundary value problems (A, B) in the case where (1) A is a second-

order differential operator with metric leading symbol on sections of a vector

bundle V over M, i.e.,

a2(A)(X,Ç) = \Ç\2ldVx=giJUjldVx,

for all (x, Ç) £ T*M, and (2) B gives either Dirichlet conditions, or Neumann

conditions of the form

(6.1) (<P\N + S<P)\dM = 0,

where S is a smooth section of EndV\sM ■ For convenience, we state these

results in the present notation. There is no restriction on the dimension m,

and there no assumptions on naturality or the conformal behavior of (A, B).

6.1. Theorem [BG]. Under the above assumptions on A, there is a unique con-

nection V on V such that A - Av -f, where Ay = -g'-'V/Vj is the Bochner

Laplacian of V, and g? is a smooth section of End V. If B gives Dirichlet

conditions, we write a„(f, A, 3) for an(f, A, B), and have

360(4n)mf2a4(f,A,3)

= f trF /{-60AEnd v% + 60t^ + 180^2 + 30ß^Qi7

-12At + 5t2-2|/>|2 + 2|R|2}

+ ¿trvlaM (fl -120^- 18T|JV+120r/7 + 20r/i"-4Fi/+12(G,L)

-4<7\ L) - 24AH+ ^H3 - ^H\L\2 + f^trL3}

+ /„{-180¿r-30T-!fr72 + ^|L|2}

+ 24fNNH + 30(Af)lN^j ,

where Q is the curvature of V.

The connection on V determines a connection on End V, and this is used

to form AEndK. The invariants §fLab.ab = §(VVf,L), §fSlaN:a, and

§ fNF, which a priori are eligible to appear in the above formula, do so with

coefficient 0. Note that we have not quite written things in the form (1.9);

(Af)\u has been used instead of f^^^ in our basis of invariants. This turns
out to be convenient for most practical purposes; if desired, Lemma 3.18 can

be used to switch to the basis used in (1.9).
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6.2. Theorem [BG]. Under the above assumptions, if B gives Neumann condi-

tions of the form (6.1), we write a„(f, A, S) for a„(f, A, B), and have

3W(4ii)ml2a4(f,A,S)

= /trF /{-óOAEndK^ + 60t^ + 180r2 + 30Q"Qi;

-12At + 5t2-2|/>|2 + 2|R|2}

+ í^v\BM [f{24Qg\N + 42t|/v + 120^/7 + 20t/7 - 4FH

+ 12(G,L)-4(T,L)-24AH

+ y H3 + SH\L\2 + y trL3 + 7205^ + 120St

+ 144SH2 + 4SS\L\2 + 480S2H + 480S3 - 120ÀEnd v]aMS}

+ f\N{lW£ + 30t + 12H2 + 12\L\2 + 72SH + 240S2}

+ fNN{24H+l20S}-30(Af)lNy

Again the invariants § fLab, ab = §(VVf, L), §fQ.aN ■ a , and § fNF ap-

pear with coefficient 0, as does the new invariant § fSF .
For the conformai Laplacian Y with either Dirichlet or Robin conditions,

ß = 0,        r = -^7 = -i^T.
2 4(w - 1)

To evaluate the interior terms of a4 for either problem, we compute that t2 =

4(m-l)272, |¿>|2 = (m-2)2|F|2 + (3m-4)72, |R|2 = |C|2+4(m-2)|F|2+472 .

Recall the formula (1.5) for Q. Writing (Y, 3) and (Y, 32) for the Dirichlet
and Robin problems, we have:

6.3. Lemma. The interior terms of

360(4n)ml2a4(f, Y ,9¡)

or of
3M(4n)ml32a4(f, Y ,31)

in the formula of Theorem 6.1 or 6.2 are

Í f(2\C\2 - 2(m - 2)(m - 6)\V\2 + (5m - I6)(m - 6)72 + 6(m - 6)A7)

= [ f(2\C\2 + 2(m - 6)ß - 2(m - 4)(m - 6)\V\2

+ 4(m - 4)(m - 6)72 + 4(m - 6)A7).

The local invariants in the last expression are linearly dependent, but those

that survive upon restriction to dimension m = 4 are linearly independent.
The factor of m - 6 in the terms that are not local conformai invariants is

expected; see [BG, Lemma 3.1(c)]. Recalling the notation of Tables 3.1 and

3.2, we have:
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6.4.   Lemma. The boundary terms of 360(4n)ml2a4(f, Y, 3) in the formula
of Theorem 6.1 are

/(

+12X4 - «, + Í2x6 - j-X, + ™x,
}

+ 15l"!_i4)y'(/)+24w)+24w)

-^T4(/) + yF7(/)-30y8(/)).

(The invariants Y¡(f) andY6(f) appear with coefficient 0.)

We now change the basis of invariants to that of Theorem 3.7, and check
that the coefficients c and y, vanish as asserted there. For this, note that in

dimension 4,

£?4 — — -X2 + X3 — X4 + X$,

2
-25 = - 3^6 + Xj - X%,

Mf) = (-Y4 + 3Y7)(f),

(6.2) /2(/)= (-Yi-Y2 + Y3-\Y4 + 3Y5yf), {m = 4)

h(f)= (|T2-|y3 + |y4 + 2r6 + y8)(/),

?i(/) = (Y3-3Y6)(f),

12(f) = (Yx+2Y2-4Y3)(f),

q3(f) = (3Yx-6Y2 + 4Y4)(f).

We then change to the basis of (4.1) and compute the following.

6.5. Theorem. // ft = (4n)2 • 360ft and similarly for A,, o¡, and ck, then

for the problem (Y, 3) in dimension m - 4, we have ft = 2, ft = ft = -8,

ft = _4, ft = -88/7, I, = 20/7, A2 = 0, A3 = -30, ax = -20, W2 = 35/3,
rj3 = -31/9, c3 = 8, c4 =-152/63.

For the Robin problem,

2(m - 1)

The easiest way to compute is to find the difference between the Robin and
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Dirichlet heat invariants; this we do in dimension m = 4 only:

(4?r)2 • 360(a4(/, Y ,&)- a4(f, Y, 3))

= j> (f{-%H3 + ^H\L\2 - H trL3 + 40À/y}

+f\N [^-H2 + ^|L|2} - 40f{NNH - 60(A/)|Ar)

= f (/{-§^6 + y*7 - yX8| - 40y2(/) - 40r3(/)

48 24 \
n-T4(/) + TT7(/) + 60y8(/)J

848
+ ̂ 1

Using (6.2), we write this in terms of the invariants =2£ , /,(/), q¡(f), Y3(f),

and y4(/):

(4tt)2 • 360(a4(/, Y, 3?) - a4(f, Y, 3))

= j> (^m + *h(f) + 60/3(/) + 40?,(/)

-20q2(f) + yft(/)'+ fj W)) ,        m

This gives

6.6. Theorem. If ft = (47r)2 • 360ft and similarly for A,, er,, ara/ c¿, í/ie«

for the problem (Y ,31) indimension m = 4, we have ft =2, ft = ft = -8,

ft = -4, ft = -8, X, = 4, A2 = 0, A3 = 30, ox = 20, rJ2 = -25/3,
ä3 = 29/9, c3 = 8, c4 = -8/9.

Apropos Theorems 5.2 and 5.5, we remark that

(|ft + 3ff2 - 9«f3 - |c3) (T, ^) = 48,

(|ft + 3?J2 - 9?J3 - ^c3) (r, 31) = -72,

(-3A2 - 3A3 + 12?J2 + 36?J3)(y, 3) = 106,

(-3Ä2 - 3A3 + 12rJ2 + 36W3)(Y,3?) = -74,

(¿ft + 3<x2 - 9?J3 - lc3\ (Y,3) = 50,

Qft + 3?J2 - 9?J3 - hc3\ (Y,3?) = -70,

(-6Ä2 + 6â2 + IM3)(Y,3) = (-6Ä2 + 6rJ2 + 1&W3)(Y, 3?) = 8.

By Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4 and equation (5.1), we have

6.7. Corollary. If g[0] is the standard H4 metric and g[co] the standard B4

metric, then a4(Y, 3) = a4(Y, 3?) = -1/180. For A = -1/180,
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3>x(Y,3,g[co]) -(logó + H)
* 3>X(Y, 2, g[0]) ' 360

det(Yç,)[co] -(41og2+ny

ëdet(y^)[0] 360

3>x(Y,3?,g[co]) -(log6-i)
°ë3>,(Y,3ê,g[0]) ' 360    ~<U'

det(y^)[a>] = -(41og2-i)

°g det(y^)[0] " 360 U-

If g[0] is the standard W¿ metric and g[co] the standard sé4 metric, s = eh,

then a4(Y,3) = a4(Y,3?) = 0, and

3>p(Y, 3, g[co]) det(Ys)[co]     _h_

ë 3>o(Y,3, g[0])      °g det(y^)[0]      360'

Proof. Aside from direct computation, what we need to verify is that the null

spaces of the problems vanish on the manifolds in question.  But the lowest

possible eigenvalue of either problem on H4 or W£ is 1/6 times the (positive)

constant scalar curvature of g[0].   O

Branson, Chang, and Yang [BCY, §5] have shown that the scale-invariant

determinant functional for Y on the conformai class of the round metric g[0]

on 5"* is minimized exactly at g[0], and at the metrics h*g[0] gotten by pulling
g[0] back under a conformai diffeomorphism h of (S4, g[0]). In light of this,

Corollary 6.7 can be interpreted as saying that passage from H4 to B4 has
improved (i.e., lowered) the scale-invariant determinant functionals for both

(Y, 3) and (Y, 3?). Roughly speaking, round is "best" in the boundariless

case, but flat is "better" when boundaries are allowed.

7. The value of the functional determinant
on the hemisphere and ball

In this section, the index j will always run over the natural numbers N .

The Hurwitz zeta functions are

Ca(s) = Y^U + a)~S • a>0>
j

and the Riemann zeta function is Çr(s) - Ci (s) • Note that

(7.1) (d/da)Ça(s) = -sUs+l),        L(s)-Ca+i(s) = a-s.

Consider the double zeta functions

ha(s) = Y,UJ+<i)U+a+l)]-s,       fa(s) = Y,(V+2a+mJ+a)(j+a+l)]-s.
j j

In analogy with (7.1), we have

(7.2) (d/da)ha(s)= -sfa(s+l),

(7.3) (d/da)fa(s) = (2 - 4s)ha(s) -sha(s +1),

ha(s) - ha+x(s) = [a(a + l)]~s,

fa(s)-fa+i(s) = (2a + l)[a(a+\)]-s.
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All these zeta functions have isolated simple poles. All identities below are valid
in their elementary form for large Re 5, and for all 5 in the sense of analytic

continuation. In particular, a quantity expressed as a sum or product of terms,

some of which are singular at a given value of s, might still be regular at that
s.

The Riemann zeta function satisfies

CR(-2m) = 0,        CR(l-2m) = (-l)mBm/2m   (meZ+);

fc(0) = -i,
where the Bm are the Bernoulli numbers:  Bx = 1/6, B2- 1/30, B3 = 1/42,

R4= 1/30, B5 = 5/66, ... [WW, 13.15]. Further [WW, 13.21], Ca(0) = ±-a.
A generalization of a calculation in [W, Appendix C] gives, for the double

zeta functions,

(7.5) ha(-m) = {~^{^l +YJ(-l)k(fyta+x(-2m + k),        m £ N.

(See the appendix for this calculation.) Differentiating using (7.2), we get

fa(l-m) = ^Yj(-l)k(nf](2m-k)i:a+x(-2m + k + l),
(7.6) mf^o \kj

m eZ+.

(It is tedious, but possible, to check the derivative of this formula against (7.3);
the values given in (7.4) are necessary for this.) In particular,

ha(0)= -a,        ha(-l) = --^ + Ça+x(-2)-Ça+x(-l),

fa(0) = \-a2,        /«(-l) = 2Ui(-3)-3Ui(-2) + C+l(-l).

If a is a natural number in the above formulas,

ha(-l) = ¿ - \a(a2 - 1),        fa(-l) = -~- \a2(a2 - 1)

by (7.1) and (7.4). (These formulas are actually good for general a > 0, and
follow from (8.2) below.)

Now consider i-derivatives, denoted by a prime. In analogy with

G(0) = iogr(a)-iiog2*

[WW, 13.21], and again generalizing [W, Appendix C], we have

A¿(0) = 2c;+1(0)-iog«,

h'a(-l) = 2Ca+x(-2)-(a2 + a)loga,

(7'7) fa(0) = 4C;+I(-1) - \ - (2a + l)loga,

fa(-\) = 4C+1(-3) + 2C+1(-1) - a(a + l)(2a + \)\oga + —A._1
24

(Again, see the appendix for the calculation.)
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An understanding of the double zeta functions is sufficient to compute the
determinant of the conformai Laplacian Y, with Dirichlet or Robin conditions,
on the hemisphere Hm in Sm , the boundary of which is the equator S7"-1.

By standard theory of spherical harmonics, Y takes the value

/ .    m - 2\ i.    m\

on the space Emj of spherical harmonics of degree j. Since

„ Ar m + 2j - 1 .        ...      ,.    ,.
àimEmJ = NmJ =   (m_1},   (m+j-2)---(j + l),

the zeta function of Y is

i       °°
^ym^ = j^rvX{m + 2j 'l){{m + j ~2y''u +1)}

for m > 3. Noting that the factors in both Xmj and Nmj exhibit a certain

symmetry about the value j + (m - l)/2, we can perform the following trick.

If m is even, define a polynomial Bm(x) and integers ba,m by

(m-4)/2 (m-2)/2

Bm(x)=    J]   (x-p(p+l))=   J2   ba,mxa.
p=0 a=\

Then

j (m-2)l2

(7.8) Cf(s)= ,m_ly    5Z   ba,mf{m-2)/2(s-a),        m even.

Recall that this really expresses Cy™ in terms of / , since

(m-4)/2

f{m-2)/2(s) = fi(s) -    Y.   (2q+l){q(q + l)}~s.
q=\

In fact, the situation is even simpler than this: we can actually replace f(m-2)/2

by /i in (7.8), since

(m-2)/2

£   ba,m{q(q+\)}a = Bm(q(q+\)) = Q

for q = 1, 2, ... , (m - 4)/2. The result is

j (m-2)/2

(7.9) Cf(s)= ,m_ly    zZ   ba,mfi(s-a),        meven.
a= 1

The case m = 2 is exceptional in that the zero eigenvalue must be thrown out

before the construction of the zeta function; the result is Çf(s) = f(s). Special
cases of (7.9) are

CÏ+2(s) = \fi(s-l),        CÎ+6(s) - -pñifÁs - 2) - 2fx(s - 1)}.
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If m is odd, define a polynomial Cm(x) and rational numbers ca¡m by

(m-3)/2   . . j.     . . .        (m-l)/2

Cm(x)=     fi     (X~ [P+2~) [P~ 2)) =     51    C«.^a-
p=0      ^ ^ '    ^ ' ' a=0

Then
2 (m-l)/2

Cy"(s) =  ,      _ 1>,     5Z    Ca,mh{m-2)/2(s ~ a) , W Odd.
a=0

This is a formula in terms of hXß, since

(m-3)/2

A(m-2)/2(*) = Ai/2(j) -   X]   { (a + 2
«=1

In fact, since

T*-{(,+i)(-i)}'-<!-(('+i)(-i))"0
for ^ = 1, 2, ... , (w - 3)/2, we may simply replace fym-2)/2 by A1/2 :

2      ("¡-i)/2

if (•?) =  / n,      ZI     Ca,mÄl/2(5 - a) , W Odd.
^ ''      a=0

As special cases, we get

CÍ+3/4(s) = hx/2(s-l) + -hx/2(s),

C£-i5/4(J) = J2 \Ä1/2(S - 2) - 2Ä'/2(J - O - Tg^M5)} •

Now consider the conformally covariant Dirichlet and Robin problems on
the hemisphere Hm with its standard metric g[0]. Since the equator is totally

geodesic, the mean curvature vanishes, so that the Robin problem is just the

standard Neumann problem. The spectral resolutions of these problems are
as follows: Dirichlet eigenfunctions are spherical harmonics on Sm which are

odd across the equator, while Robin eigenfunctions are those which are even.

A standard counting argument from the theory of spherical harmonics shows

that the space Ej contributes multiplicities NmjR and NmjtD to the Robin
and Dirichlet spectra respectively, where

Nmj.R-    ¿^   Vi,t--(m-iv-'
0<*<j v ;'

j—k even

Nm,j,D=      Yl    Nm-\,k =
(m + j-2)---j

(m-\)\

j—k odd

From a representation-theoretic viewpoint, this can be derived from the branch-

ing rule describing the decomposition of SO(m)-modules under restriction to a
standard (embedded by block stabilization) SO(m - 1) subgroup, together with
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Weyl's dimension formula. See, e.g., [Br4] for details of both the branching rule

and dimension formula. Calculating as above for m even, we get

I      (">~2)l2 (X m_l -,
$"±(3)= tm_ly    52   ba,m>-fx(s-a)±^—hx(s-a)\,        m even,

where Çy m+ is the zeta function of the Robin problem, and iy""_ is the zeta

function of the Dirichlet problem. If m is odd, we define

(m-3)/2  , , , x    , , x s        (m-3)/2

rße.w-&¡?-n H"i)H))-g*.
and compute that

1        |>-»/2 m-l(M~3)/2
Cym±W^  , n, <     S    C0,mAi/2(J-0)±—^—     52    Cß,mfl/2(s-ß)

^ ''   I     a=0 ß=0

m odd.

For example, on 772 , the zeta function of the Robin problem is j(fx(s)+hx(s)),

as opposed to j(fx(s) - hx(s)) for the Dirichlet problem. On 774 , the Robin

zeta function is 3^/1(5 - 1) + \hx(s - 1), and the Dirichlet zeta function is

j2 fx(s - 1) - \hx(s - 1) • On H3, the Robin zeta function is

\ \\hi2(s) + hx/2(s -l) + 2/1/2(5)}

and the Dirichlet zeta function is j{\hX/2(s) + hX/2(s - 1) - ¿fi/2(s)}, In par-
ticular:

7.1. Theorem. On H2, H3, and H4 with their standard metrics,

(C£j'(0) = 2&(-l)-i±&(0),

(Cy/;±)'(0) = - \Cr(~2) + \ log2 ± (-jCli(-l) - \ - ¿log2) '

(Cf,±)'(0) = \Cr(-3) + ICr(-I) + ¿ ± ic¿(-2).
Proo/. Besides the above computations, we use (7.7); the fact that Ç2(s) =

Cr(s) - 1, so that Ç2(s) = Cr(s) ; and the identity

Ca+l/2(s) = 2sC2a(s)-Ca(s)

in the case a = 1.   D

Theorem 7.1 gives the value of - logdet Y± on H4 . By virtue of Corollary

6.7, we can also give the value of these functionals on B4 :

7.2. Corollary. On B4 with its standard metric,

- logdet y_ = Ift(-3) + l-CR(-l) + ¿ - l-CR(-2) + (41og2 + ^) /360,
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-logdet y+ = !&(-3) + l-Ç.'R(-l) + ¿ + \t'R(-2) + (41og2 - i) /360.

8. Appendix

a. Local invariants. Here, for ease of reference, we record the formulas from

§§ 1 and 3 which define the local invariants used in our computations. We refer to

the beginnings of those sections for conventions on the use of the invariant index

notation. In particular, we shall not bother to use raised indices here; when an

index occurs twice in an expression, one copy should be raised before summing.
Our sign conventions for the Riemann curvature tensor and Laplacian are

R1212 > 0   on standard spheres,        A = -(d/dx)2   onR1.

The basic curvature and fundamental form quantities are

Pij = Bkikj,     * = Pii,     Eab = --Ngab,     H = Laa,

Gab — R-aNbN >      F = Gaa ,       Tab = Rcacb.

Note that Taa — x-2F. m always denotes the dimension of (the interior of)

the underlying manifold (M, dM). The quantities

7 = T/2(m-l),        V = (p-Jg)/(m-2),

Cijki = Rijki + Vjkgu - Vjigik + Vjigjk - Vjkgji,

are sometimes better adapted to conformai variational computations than are

x, p ,R. We put

\V\2=ViJVij,     \C\2 = CmCijkl,     \L\2 = LabLab,     (L,G) = LabGab,

and similarly for other tensor quantities.   The Paneitz quantity and Paneitz

operator are

Q= -2\V\2 + (m/2)J2 + AJ,

P = A2 + S{(m - 2)7 - 4V-} d + {(m - 4)/2}Q,

where d is the exterior derivative, Ö is the formal adjoint of d, and V- is the
realization of V as an endomorphism of the cotangent bundle T*M.

Indices after a bar indicate covariant differentiations with respect to the Levi-
Civita connection of g ,and indices after a colon indicate covariant differentia-
tions with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of the boundary metric induced

by g. Let / be an indeterminant element of C°°(M). We adopt the nonstan-

dard abbreviations in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1

Abbr. Invt. Index expn. Abbr. Invt. Index expn.

At RijU\N W) (Nf)F y[jvRaNaN

x2 xH RijijLgg Y6(f) (VV/, L) f: gbE,gb'-'gb

x3 FH RgNaNLbb Yi(f) (Nf)\L\i f\NLabLab

(G,L) RgNbN^ab W) N(-A)f f\UN

x5 (T,L) Rcacb'-'ab zx(f,f) (Nf)N2f f\Nf\NN

x6 H3 LagLbbL,cc Z2(f, f) (Nf)(-A)f f\Nf:

H\LY LgaLbcL,bc Z3(f, f) (Nf)2H f\NÍ\NLg
X» trL3 LabLbcLca Z4(f, f) \df\2H f-.af-.aL,bb

Yi(f) (Nf)x f\N&•JiJ z5(f, f) (df®df,L) f-.af-.bLgb

Y2(f) (N2f)H f\NNLg Z6(f,f) (df,d(Nf)) f:a(f\N):a

Y3(f) (-Af)H J : agLbb Ei(f,f,f) {Nf)\df\2 f\Nf: af:a

W) (Nf)H2 f\^LaaLbb E2(f, f, f) (Nf)3 f\Nf\Nf\N

Let

S =    -   y)^1  +  fi^2 _ ^4 +  gXè - -X$
m

S"(a) = ^Yx(co) + Y3(co) - Y5(co) - Y6(co) - ^Ys(co),       m = 4..

Jz4 =

-2-5 =

1

m - 1
2

X2 + X3-(m-3)X4 + X5,

Xf, + Xy-Xg ,
3(m- 1)   °       ' 3

lx(co)= - Y4(co) + (m - l)Y7(co),

l2(co) = - Yx(co) - (m - 3)Y2(co) + Y3(co) - ^-¡Y4(co) + (m - l)Y5(co),

...      m2-3m-2v. 2m m2-5m + 2v.
l3(C0) = -;-Y2(C0)-tY3(CO)-;--^-Y4(co)

K   ' m-l y   '     m-l    v   '        (m-\)2       v   '

- (m - 4)Y5(co) + (m- 2)Y6(co) + Ys(a>),

s/ =X6-(m-l)2Xs,

qx(co) = Y3(co)-(m-l)Y6(co),

q2(co) = (m- 3)Yi(co) + (m- 3)(m - 2)Y2(co) - 2(m - 2)Y3(co),

q3(co) = (m- l)Yi(co) -(m- l)(m - 2)Y2(co) + 2(m - 2)Y4(co).

We note the identity

f\HN = f\NNN + (f\N) : ag + 2(Labf ■ b) ■_ a - H, af: a - Ff\N - \L\ f\N - HfNN ,

and the local expression

X(M) = (32n2)~x [ (|C|2 + 4g)i/x + (47r2)-1 /   (S-S?4-S?s)dy,
Jm JdM

for the Euler characteristic in dimension 4.

m — 4,
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b. Explicit zeta functions. As in §7, we adopt the convention that the index j

always runs over N . a will always be a positive real number. We note at the
outset the integral formulas

ts-l
1       Z"00 1       /"

<8'1)       a"'ñi)l   '<-"*'•       US)=W)L   ■     l-e-
[WW, 12.2, 13.12], as well as

dt

Ça(0) = -a + -,    Ça(-l) = -^a2 + -a- — ,

Ça(-2) = -^a(a-l)(2a-l).

[WW, 13.14 and 7.2].
Our goal here is to establish formulas (7.5-7.7).   We note that Vardi [V,

Proposition 3.1] has calculated (H^)'(O) for the functions

«21        kd

These can clearly be related to our double zeta functions; for example,

hi = Hx,    /, = 2/7/ + //J ,     A1/2(j) = 4sH2(s) - H¿ (s),

fi,2(s) = 4s(H2(s) + H2(s)) - 2/7/(S) - Hx(s).

In fact, the H^ with d £ N,  n £ Z+ would be sufficient for our purposes.

Since

Hnd(s-\) = H»d+2(s) + nHnd+l(s),

knowledge of the behavior of the H^ at 5 = 0 leads to knowledge of the be-

havior the H2 , and thus the ha and f, for a £ ¿N, at all nonpositive integers.

More specifically, let d range through N, « through {1, 2}, and a through

±N. If we know /7J(0) and (H^)'(0), then we also know ha(-m), h'a(-m),

fg(-m), fá(-m). The formulas derived below agree with the consequences of
Vardi's formulas.

Consider the zeta function

fa(s) = 52(2/ + 2a+ l)[(j + a)(j + a+ l)]~s
j

= £{(/' + a)~s(j + a+l)x-s + (j + a)x~s(j + a+ l)~s}.

j

Applying the Mellin transform, we get

fa(s)=rms_l)JQ   Jo   (uvy-2(u + v)¿2e-U+a^-vdudv.

Switching coordinates to t = u + v , 6 = u/t (so that u = dt, v = (1 - 6)t),

and noting that du A dv = tdO A dt, we get

i /•! /  z-oo (X-0)t^at      \

*•> - ÎWÎJriî ¿m- W* (¿ <^^^r «>) "»■
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We expand e8t in a power series, perform the 6 integration, and use (8.1):

1 °°   1

«w =- i''9" - w-1**» - r(v¿'^+-V " ■ ^N-

/«.*(*) :=  /    ^2+fc-r^^7rfi = r(2s - l + kKa+i(2s -l+k).
Jq i — e

Thus

a \        !    V^j^.     /o    , i      n           j/N       (2j + ^-2)r(i+ fc-1)
/«(J) = rTTT 2^4MCa+i(2s + /c - 1),        dk(s) := x--j-f-'-.

(S> k=o K-

(7.6) is immediate from this. The only singularity of Ça+X(z) is a simple pole

with residue 1 at z = 1 [WW, 13.13]; in calculating /¡'(0), we encounter this

pole at the k = 2 term; in calculating f¡¡(-\), at the k = 4 term. For the
s - 0 calculation, we note that

do(s) = 2Y(s),    di(s) = (2s - l)Y(s),    d2(s) = s2Y(s),

*®-wky     k>~'-
This allows us to write

fa(0) = 4d(-l) - 2C+i(0) - la - \ +J?3,

-     A   k-1   _     ..     ,,    Ä/     1 1\ r k 2e~(a+X)t .

But

Thus

¿((F^-l)'^*'-1-"-2^-1-'^'2)

= (t-l)(e'- l) + 2r.

r°° ( p-("+l)t\
jr3=       lrxe-al-2r2e-at + 2rx {_      \ dt

J  1 (     i roo ■y ¡-oc

= i"       irTT/     tS~Xe~a'dt-T^        ts-2e-a'dt
ds Lo I r(j) y0 r(i) /0i=0

2_  /-00 ,._,e-(a+1)'

r(5)

/■oo p-(a+l)i       1

4 l-'frFT""}

</s {^-^-¡^i«^)}ls=0

= -(2a+l)loga + 2a + 2C+1(0).

(Note that in the first line directly above, the integral converges at t = 0, even

though the integrals of the individual terms do not.) This gives

/j(0) = 4C+1(-l)-i-(2û+l)loga,
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as desired for (7.7). To compute fá(-l), note that

d3(s) =
j(s+i)(2í+i)r(s)

d4(s)
s(s+l)2(s + 2)Y(s)

12

dk(-\)
k-4

k(k-l)(k-2)'
k>5,

so

f'a(-l) = 4Ça+1(-3) - 6C(-2) + 2£(-l) + 2fa+1(-2)

-2Ça+i(-l) + ±Ça+x(0)-±-S5,

where

^:=E k-4

k(k-\)(k-2)
k=5
oo

k=5
(k-2)\     (k- 1)!     k\

Ça+i(k-3)

i2\ r°° ^g-(*+i)'
l-e-'

+ tk-A{ dt.

But

°°   (      1 6 12\

g ((FT2)! - (FTT)T + «) '" = <'2 -6<+ 12>(<;' - » - 12<'

and thus

^5 = /    Í(r2-6r3 + i2r4)^-aí-i2r3!
i-e->

6    r°°
ts-2e-atdt__^_       f-3e-atdt

JqY(s)= -i i—r<k|,=o lr(i) 'o

12    f°° „_4 _.. ,        12    f°° . 3e-(û+1)'  , 1
+=7T /    f* 4é> "'07-=-^ /    ts~3---dt\

Hi io r(j)y0 1-e-'     J

¿s

.1-5 6a2"
+

12a3"

=0U-1     (j-l)(j-2)     (j-1)(î-2)(j-3)

12

(j-1)(j-2)
11

Ça+i(i-2)
}

= a(a + l)(2a + 1) loga - a - '-a2 - —a3 - 6Ca+1(-2) - 9Ca+i(-2).

This gives

f'a(-l) = 4C+1(-3) + 2CÛ+1(-1) + HÇa+1(-2) - 2C«+i(-l)

+ Ta3 + -a2 + -a- --a(a+ l)(2a+ l)loga.
i Zoo

By (8.2),

fi(-l) = 4Ca+x(-3) + 2Ç'a+l(-l)-a(a+l)(2a + l)loga + -,
24

as desired for (7.7).
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Now consider

ha(s)=¿Z[(J + a)(j + a+i)]-s
i
1 í»0O      /»OO/•oc     roo

j /     /    (uv)s~x 52 e-(j+a)iu+v)-v du dv

ir1 / r°° />-(a+i)t    \

1°° /        1\
= f7JjlE^+1)/^4í+2J

fc=0
oo

= fTTïE^Ka+iiis + fc),
^ ' k=0

where

ek(s):=Y(s + k)/k\.

(7.5) is immediate from this; the first term on the right in (7.5) is produced
by the singularity of £a+1 at s = I. In calculating h'a(0), we encounter the
singularity of Ca+i at the k = 1 term; in calculating h'a(-l), at the k = 3
term.

For the s = 0 calculation, note that

e0(s) = Y(s),       ex(s)=sY(s),

ek(0) = l/k,       k>2.

Thus

Aa(0) = 2Ca+1(0) + a(û) + I2,
where a(a) is defined by

Ca+i(l+s) = l/s + a(a) + 0(s),

and

00    1 °°     1      r°° 0-(a+l)t

k=2 k=2

/■oo z,-(a+l)i

/■oo   / (a+1),v

= /   (<--"- Tr=r) *

^l,=olr(í)7o r(i)Vo       1-^'     i

{a-*-sÇa+i(s+l)}— I
= -loga - a(a).

This gives

Aa(0) = 2C+1(0)-logû,

as desired for (7.7).
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For the s = -1 calculation, note that

e2(s) = l^s(s + l)Y(s),        e3(s) = l^s(s + l)(s + 2)Y(s),

ek(-l)=l/k(k-l),       k>4.

Thus

K(-\) = 2Ça+1(-2) - 2Ca+1(-l) + fa+i(-l) - ±Ca+i(0) - \a(a)-SA,

where

^4 := 2  -71- /    *i-7 dt
¿j   k\   Jo 1-e-'

/■oo  c 11   -,-(a+l)/

= i  {<'-2-2'->*-" + 2'-2-l}^'"
d I      f a1_i 2a2_î 2 1 1

" ^Ll^T"(^-^-2) + ̂ TCa+l('"1)"6^+1^+1))

= - a + aloga - |a2 + a2 loga - 2Ça+i(-l) - 2C0+.(-l) - ^a(a).

The total is

h'a(-l) = 2Ça+1(-2) + 3£a+1(-l) - ±Çfl+i(0) - (a2 + a)loga + a + ^a2;

by (8.2),
/*a(-l) = 2Ca+1(-2)-(a2 + a)loga,

as desired for (7.7).
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